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-,The SODIA program developed by the Department of Elementary Education at Utah
Mate UnivcrSity is designed to prepare Leachers waif- spedial skills and competencies in
/five areas of special emphasis. The areas'of special emphasis which run through the
/program are 1) Working with children of wide variability in the regular classroom 2) Pre-
'paring children for the World of Work 3) Improving children's self-concept 4) Community
Involvement. and 5) ProceSs of Learning.

The acronym SODIA stands for the five levels that students may progress through
during their four year undergraduate program.. "S" stands for Self and is designed to.help
students find out whether teacher education is for them. "0"' represents Others and is'a
full time experience in one of the portal schoolS which give students in training an opportunity
to learn about others. "D" represents Disciplines and is the stage of the program where .

the students practice their skills in teaching subject matter. "I" represents IrKplementation
and is the student teaching phase of the program. "ATI:stands for Associate Teacher and is
an individual contract designed to provide an opportunity for students to improve their;
competencies in areas of strengths or weaknesses.

The SODIA program is,.performance based, field-Centered and utilizes portal schools
as partners in the teacher edugation program. It is an inter-disciplinary and inter-depart-
mental program utilizing staff from the departnients of Psychology, Special Education, and
Famil.and Child Development who work in conjunctieN\ with the Department of ,Elementary
Education.
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The SOLNA program is performance based, field-centered and utilizes portal

schools as partners in the teacher education program. It is an inter-disciplinary and

inter-departmental program utilizing staff from the l'epatments of Ps?chology, Special

Education, and Faruil%. and Child Development who work in conjunction with the Department.

-of Elementary Education. These University faculty member' work 1.vith,tDchers and

principals of the "pottl. schools" and Edith 13owen Teacher Training Laboratory Scicuol

in an integraled program. Each of the levels utilizes experiences and training on-s-sile

in the, public schools.

The staff have developed a series of 'threads" which run through the total program

.which are felt to he probably more important in some respects that the courscwork content.

-and methodology. The five major threads fond throughout tlile pro ram are 1) Variability

2) World of Work 3) Community Involvement 4) Self- Concept and 5) Process of Lea filing.

Sttidents progress through five levels. in the four year prograni'.
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SODIA P.110Gli A1\1 ODJE CTIV

The objectives of the SOD41wprogram are:

1. To provide early entry experiences for'siudents so that they may make

appropriate decisions about career goals.

2. To provide a series of practictm experiences that are directly N;lated-

to theories "of instruction and teaching.
.°
3. -To provide a cooperative education program for utili'41/4ing the,

,
.

.

(
personnel and resources of the public schOols-:and the University w'orki'ng

* 4 i
. ..e . , /., .

7 togetheif'.

4. To, evaluate students on the basis of performance as well as knowledge.

.5. To providea wide range of inatrUctiorial experiences for students in

training (i. c. , teaching at all grade levels in thd edementary 'school
4 .

during the five levels of the program.)

Q. To provide a post-student teaching experience to students in training

so that they may improve -their competencies in areas of strengths and

weaktieses on a voluntap,, basis.

7. To provide imbroved instruction for children in the participating portal

schools.

To improve the quality of supervision of, cooperating teachers in the portal

schools.

9. To evaluate and adapt a variety of instructional' materials developed at .

other institutions `and through commercial sources to the SOLNA program.

10.,) To develop instructional materials., techniques, and processes that- are

unique 'to UtaliState UniveFsity.
4,



pry, E Eopivi ENT OF THE pHoG A

Prior to;.;-the ac4otings of the SOLNA program members of the Department of Ele-v.

in en ta rY EdUC:.! Iioil kad been studying various innovations in teacher education f6

nuMber of years-. The Department was actively involved in attempting to secure

Teacher Corps grant and consequently was involved in a varkk,,ty of workshops, seminars,

...and meetings related to new programs.

Members of the staff and the department head visited Oregon College. of Education

to. look at the "Cornfield"; program and to study someInnovations in teacher .t.qation at

OregOnState University. In addition, two other staff members went to the University of
C'';'

Houston at Houston, Teas, the University cif Georgia- at Athens,. the University of Florida,

and the Teacher Corps ProgPam at Livingston College in Livingston, Alabarna.

Following the visitations the staff was-ready to discuss the various programs and

decide which things could be adapted to Utah State University.

In the fall of 1971 the Department went on a three day retreat to Park City, Utah

to_ clevelQp and outline a new comprehensiVe program in elementary teacher education.,

series of preliminary questions, concepts, and ideas were outlined by the Department Hod

and members of the staff prior to the retreat and presented to the staff for their consideration,

'contemplation, and adoption.

The staff was divided into three groups which had representatives from the various

disciplines within the Department as well as the staff of the Edith Bowen Teacher Traini'ti

Laboratory School." The various groups were asked to consider such questions as: Should

the program be field centered dr University centered? Should the program be performance

based or traditional in its approach to teach& training? Should community involvement be



part of the training program? \\*hat should he the entry level for students'? Should public
6

sc 1,A): d s he involved in the \VIVA `,-,110111(.1 the eowent of the program

he?

At the retreat members of one group developed an outline of a program and coined

the acronym "SOMA" to indicate the various levels the student would.go through in order

to become certified in elementar,v education t'iah State l'niversity. The basic concepts

of 80DI1\ were later ciscussed by the total and were ;elopted.

The yetreat established that the program he performance h;.isekl, -field-centered,

and utilize the port:11 school app ...eh to training. The program woui:1 start at the freshman

level and have individual guidInce of students as one of its primary objectives. It WaS also

werceived 'hat students in tr fining \voul, hive wide latitude to individualize their program

'n the b:isic structure. That is, students would have options in terms of mastery of

content and methodology.

Another constraint of the program was financial resources. Some consideration was,

given to having a fifth year programswhere students would not be certified until after one

year of teaching experience. This concept was rejec.e.d,because of increased costs to

J .., .

individual student:SI the College, and to local cooperating school districts. The staff also
1

knew that-whatever was clone had to be accomplished Within the budget allotted to the depart-

ment: [Jr regular operation, and that if the department had to rely upon outside funding to'

develop or to maintain the program the program would.probably be doomed to failure.

Some outside funding was solicited from private foundations and federal grants to help

. get the program off the ground but due to the tight money situation these grants never did

materialize and the regular sources of the Department were used exclusively.



',-As program devJgopment" proceeded "through the 1971-72 school ve:hr il beeame

apparent that something was missing in the program. Consequently a.suh-committee.

(pade up of the Department Head and two or three other staff members) met eypnings once

a'',veck, to try to outline the operational aspects of the program, the content aspects of

the program, and tbc_substanc:e that appeared to be above and beyond the regular psychology

and methods courses 'requirecf"for certification. The sub-committee d6ieltlped and sub-

scquently present/ 1, to the total department the concept of a number of "threads'' running
.'f ,,

through the teticher\Wialuing program which were,very importa,l.but which would probably
. \. .,not receive the proper attention unless they were identified and given special emphasis.

These threads were: (1) Variability (working With children of wide variability-w,ithin the

jregulato classroom . ) (2) World of Work .(to teach children positive attitudes about vocations

and careers) (3) Self Concept (to enhance positive self-concepts of children in the classroom

setting) (4) Community Involvement (to utilize resources of the community both in and out

of the *school setting) and (5) the I?rocess of Learning (this includes content of methods

courses but goes beyond the traditional approach to include direct work with children as

part of the training program.)

Through the entire. 1971-72 school year, meetings were held weekly and sometimes

daily to, work out details of the program. Members of the staff became more and more cone

milled to the concept and accepted the likelihood of carrying a cl able load for at least one

year and possibly two if the program was to become operational, The Department \Vas

committed to maintaining the coursework in the former program at the same time' the new

program was becoming operational. Members agreed that this would be a heavy burden

but worth the price in the long run. During 1971-72 the Department purchased materials

developed at other universities including Wilkits from Weber State University, SRA inner
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City Simulation Laboratory, Thiokol Inter Action I,tboritory-lot Teacher Development,.

colidleld mneials .andothers. Tbee materials were studr ied for possible inclusion
.1"....,11

,

in the program and placed in a special 'department. curriculum fibrary located at the Edith
. . .... . . .

.
.

Bowen Teacher 'Training Laboratory School. The staff modified and accepted materials

, ..,
program. .that appeared to meet the objectives of the new.prom. As the planning progressed'Ut-een e

staff reached the general concensus that it would not be poss'ible to develop a "pure" per-
',

formancc based program without additional resources inamtteli as th(.1 formal and informal

evaluation devices and techniques wOuld"consume more stall time and resources than

were available. As an alternative the b;.sic level of performance which would he expected

in all the, various areas of the curriculut I would be identified as well as the procedures

and processes that the student would to tihrough. Ultimately the staff would evaluate the

criteria, using professional judgement as opposed to utilizing formalized objective dath

exclusively. This does not mean to imply that formalized objective data is not being ustd

to evaluate performances wherever possible, rather it recognizes the need for additional

special,resources to encourage mole rapid progress in the direction .of performanced

based' evaluation. The program is still a long way- from reachinig its ,maximum potential_

as it relates to performance based criteria and evaluation hilt we are continuing tework

towards that end. .*

9

a



PERSONNEL MVOIIVED,

Since the summer of 1971 the entire "staff of the Department of Elementary Education

has been 6onlinually involved in the development of the SOMA program. The staff consisted

of the te4..);ula inStructionul staff WI-W.) were charged with the responsibility of teaching the
...,,

. .

methods'Pourses and working withsttlident tyacher'S. This staff was comprised of approx-

i

-c....,

1
mately eleven-full time staff members. In addition the staff of the Edith Bowen Teacher

k

,.. ., .

-,

VTrhining,Laboratory School was inolved in the pllitnnint-, and implementation of the r ..ogram.ff

That staff included eight full time teachers and the principzvl of the laboratis..y school.

the Department of Elementary Education Vas the recipient n an EPDA project for

the last four years to train teachers and teaching aides to ,_tfectively work with children

of wide variabitiity in the regular Classroom. This' project was picked as one of the twN-Ve
I

outstanding projects in the United state's by the U.S. Office of Education. The four full

time staiLmenthers in that project also assisted with the SODIA program development and

_operation.

Further assistance came from three graduate students who assisted in the develop-
./

inent of the project in its first year and four additional graduate students assisted in the

development in the second and third years of the program.

Support from Outside the Department of Elementary Education

The Department also received support and, assistance from a variety ,of sources. The

Department of Psy,,nology released two of its staff members to work with the Depart ment

of Elementary Education on a half time basis to teach Educational Psychology and Human

Growth and Development as part of-the Sophomore Bloc. The Departncfent of Family and

Child Development also provided assistance in the Early Childhood phase of the training

.program (which, is:a separate part of the Sophomore Bloc) for students desiring specialized
r
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training in Ea rly ChildhoOd Edui!ation. In addition, the Department ob Special_Educalion

l'ass4fr!ed one staff member tO help in the idenlificiiiTon -orgeneral content'. process, and

training given to the students as relating to the Preparation for teaching children of wide
. ,

varialiilitV

The superintendents of Cache 'County and Logan City SchOols patic.,:ipatead in tae early

development of Me program and pledged their support and their schools'to being "portal
AP

schools."-A general presentation was made to approxinfately twenty elementary schools

in the Logan, Cache, Box Elder, Ogden, and Welaer school districtS to soljeit their interest
,

fifteenin participating with Utah State University as a "portal school." Approximately titteen

schools volunteered to be "portal schools." F-our ware selected for The pilot study from

the Logan City and Cache County school districts during the first year of SOLNA (1972).

1973 three other schools were addled to the-original list ,of cooperating "portal" schools.

In-service 'training to assist teachers to work more effectively with sophomores,

juniors, and student teachers was provided. College credit was arranged for teachers who

requested it. The staff of the Department of gternentary Education provided the training to

the portal school staff.. The in-service training program consisted of a regular class held

at the school once a week throughout the school year.

The President, Provost, and ice-Provost.ofthe University participated in the dev-

elopment and have demonstrated their support of the program by. visiting the schools, talking
. 4). r

to the teachers, the students in training, the princiPals, and the community at large. The

Provost also provided assistance in the way of funds to help evaluate the program.

The Council on Teacher Education at the University (which is composed Of represent-

atives from all the Departmemts involved in teacher edueation as well as representatives

from the St1Ste Board of EdUcation) reviewed the program, made suggestions for improve-
-,

met* suggested evaluation techniques, and Dave moral support to program's implementation.,/



Poi-z:onnolinvolved in S(,)1)1A Pro;2rani lievolopn,on:

1'; Mentiin EritIC;tti()I1 St,t f 1,\I('In1)(21'S

Ilryce Adkins
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Joan Bowden
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'Barbara Howell
A rthur Jackson
Gail Johnson
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.
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Ruti Rice
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Thomas Taylor
Ronald.Tolman
Eyre Turner
.Evelyn Wiggins
Robert Wininger

Staff Members

Bruce Arneklev
Muriel Robbert

Graduate Assistants

Earl Anderson
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George Hadley
Larry Klein
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Ross Lehman
Ted Tibbits

'Marvin Tolman

Ind Impleinemation
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Lenore lIeeker
Susan l'iaser
Gloria hd

i,01.1:11111 Jells

Janet -4\indsen

Auxiliary Stall from Other Departments

Frank Aseione, Psychology
Carolyn Bareus, Psychology
Lionel Brady, Special Educa'tion
Donald Carter, Family Life

-Glendon Casio, Psychology
James Jacobsen, Educational Administration
Christine Muller-Scharze, Play Therapy
Phyllis Publicover, Special Education
David Stone, Psychology

ya

'.1',.2tichers and Administrators froir.:

Logan City Schools:
Adams Elementary School
Ellis Elementary School
Hillerest Elementary School
Riverside Elementary School
Wilson Elementary School
Woodruff Elementary School

Caehetounty Schools:
North Park Elementary School

James C. Blair, Superintendent
Logan City Schools

C. Bryce. Draper, Superintendent'
Cache County Schools

Special Support and Resources from:

Oral L. Hallam, Dean, College of Education
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BUDGET

The Department of Elementary Education expended approximately SG, 000 for the

program over the last t,.vo year period of time. The money was spent for two staff retreats:

to develop and reti! rogram: for materials developed in other institutions relAted to

competency based instruction:- and for purchasing' special instructional materials such as

the Thiokol Inter-Action Teacher Development Laboratory, SRA Inner City Simulation Lal),-

and the Weber State Wilkits.

The Department.received two s Ma 1-I grants to help implement various phases of the

program. The Utah State Board of Education funded the Department. of Elementary

Education for $28,000 to develop self- instructional packages for-pre-service and in-service

training of teachers relating to the World of Work program. The instructional packages

were developed during the 1972-73 school year. The field testing and evaluation of the

packages will take place during the 1973-74 school year.

The Utah State Board of Education, the President's Office (through the Provost).

the Dean of the College of Education, and the Department of Elementary Education con i

$6800 towards the comprehensive, objective, evaluation of_the SODIA program. That `

program evaluation was started in September of 1973 and will conclude by June 30, 1974.

The Department received no other outside funds to implement the program.

The Dean-of the College of Education Nas helped in funding of graduate students and

the staffing of auxiliary staff from the departments of Psychology and 'Educational Admin-

istration in the. amount of $3900.
"...."



DESCIIIPION OE THE PRO(lIZA.11

The SODIA program is performance based, field centered and utilizes "portal

schools" as partners in the teacher education program. It is an inter-disciplinary and

inter-departmental prOgram utilizing staff from the Departments of Psychology,- Special.

Education, and Family and Child Development who work in conjunction with the Department

of Elementary Education. University facult; members work with teachers and principals

Of the portal schoolsand with the staff of the Edith Bowen Laboratory School in an integrated

program. Students may progress through five different levels in the lour year program.

Level I Self .

Level one represents Self and stands for the "S" in the acronym SODIA. This is

normttlly a freshman level course which emphasizes the student understanding himself in

relationship to his ability and desire to teach, Level one students have a minimum or ten

hours of observation in elementary schools at various levels, In addition they are exposed

(in classwork and counseling) to a variety of other experieiVecs to help them decide whether

teaching is really the profession they are interested in pursuing.

Level II Others

Level two is Others ( the "0" in SOMA.) In this bloc students.. receive fifteen hours

of credit mid are assigned full-time to one of the portal schools. Approximately one-half

of each day is spent in classrooms working with children astutors and aides. The 'remainder

Of the day is spent in seminar; which is offered on site. The classwork is inte -disciplinary

and interrelated in nature. Students receive credit for Educationial Psychology, Human

Growth and Development, Foundation Studies in Teaching, and Practicum in Elementary

Education.
ts.
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Level III Disciplines ,r)
Level three is the Disciplines part of the program nd represents the "D" in SODIA.

Students enrolled in the disciplines bloc receive eighteen hours credit and :ire assigned to

classroom and seminar experiences at the Edith Bowen Teacher Training.,, Laboratory School.

Credit is given for methods classes in Reading, Social Studies, Language Arts, Science,

and Mathematics. In this bloc students diagnose, prescribe, teach, evaluate, and if nee

ussary re-teach in all of the five subject matter areas. They also develop a wide variety

of m-thods and approaches diagnostic tout prescriptive techniques. A major objective

of this leNtel is to heip students individualize instruction in the basic subject_ matter areas.

Level IV Implementation

Level four is the Implementation stage of le program and represents the "I" in

SODIA. Students receive fiftee-n hours of credit flor this level of the program. During

this experience the student is again assigned to a portal school (not the same one they were

in at Level II.) Here they become Part of the professional team as they practice teach much

as an intern might practice in a medical model training program.

Level V Associate Teaching-

Level five is the Assqciate Teaching phase of the program and represents the "A" in

SODIA. This level is optional for students who are interested in additional experiences in

the public schools to either refine, or improve, their professional teaching methods and

techniques. A student applying for teaching experience at this level makes an individual

contract for 3 -12 hours of sriecialized work. An example might be a student who felt in-

adequate in teaching mathematics at intermediate grade levels. Such a student, upon re-

quest could be placed with an "outstanding" mathematics teacher for several hours a day

through the quarter and receive up to six hours of credit for such an experience.



Of the thinly to forty students who hiive participated .3 "Associate Teachers" thus

far, each case and contract has been quite unique ranging, from 3 hours 017dditiOnal work

in tutoring a reading program to 12 hours credit for the equilialent of another stAetil teaching

experience in a different-type of school organization (i. e. , team teaching, rural schools,

etc.)



Pitt PAP,ING TEACHERS FUR WHAT?

In trying to assbss what teachers really need to know, plus the attitudes, compel-

uncles, and skills they should have to teach effectively: the.:41att developed a series Of'

"threads" which run through the total program (which are 1"(oll to be probably more important

in some respects than the coursework content. and methodology previously outlined.) The

,five major "threads" found throughout the program ary.: (1) Variability (2) The World of

Work (3) Community (4) Self-Concept (5) Process of Learning. (See Diagram 2)

Variability includes an introduction to exceptionality including working with

and studying about children who are diSadvantaged, emotionally disturbed,

educable mentally retarded, gifted, or have speech and hearing defects, etc.

The Atent is not to make "experts" out of regular classroom .teachers con-

cerning all of these areas, but rather to sensitize them to the differellCQS

and problems presented by a wide variety of children in a regular classroom.

World of Work - refers to concept of preparing teachers to provide children

(at the el"ementary level) with an awareness of career education and to develop

positive attitudes about a wide variety of Cktreur possibilities. The Utah State

University Department of Elementary Eduqtion received a grant from the

state to develop,a packaged pre service and/or in-service training program

which may he utilized in. other colleges and/or school districts to prepare

staff for effective utilization of the statewide World of Work program. The

instructional packages'will be completed by fall of 1973'and ready for field-

testing and evaluation during the 1973-74 school year.
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Con-imunity includes preparing leachers to work with parents in the home

;Ind school setting, making referrals to proper agencies and being involve-if

with other community institutions and resources which support anti lie

related to the school.

Self-Concept refers to preparing teachers to improve their own self-

conceptconcept and to do an effective job of helping the child develop a healthy

self-concept in the classroom setting. Students'in training receive in-

struction concerning verbal and non verbal communication, and are

sensitized to the needs and feelings of children. The .hunianization:of

education is a major goal.

Process, of Learning' includes principles and methods-from child growth

,and development as they relate to learning theories, etc. Even tifough

students receive credit for their methods courses during the third level

of the program, the introduction in "how-to" tench reading, math, and

science, etc. , starts at Level I and continues through the student teaching

and associate teaching phases of the Nrogram .Conversely the credit,

for Educational Psychology, Human Growth and Development, etc. , is

given at Level II, but in actual practice is continually reinforced and re-

taught throughout other levels of the program.

The preceding diagram is the result of an attempt to represent graphically the inter-
-

relationship of the five major program strands at each level. In actual implementation of

the model
4
the,bmphasis on these major strands is not likely to be equal at each level.

The following diagram represents a similar attempt to graphically portray the way n

which the levels of the model build on prior experience. (See diagram 3)
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.EXAMINING A STRAND AT ONV, LEVEL

i;61-

A variety of learning experiences and 'activities will he sit iclured within each of

the major strands of emphasis at each level. In designing the program qtructure"in this

way, the frexibitily necessary to continuing appraral and improvement is .assured. Each

.,of 1'W planned experiences and activities can thus be iolateci for examination and revision.
.

The following diagram: is meant to be representatitl of a single area block at one

ley0 of program experience. If, for'exampIe the diagram is used to represent that part

df---the "Variabilit.ts" thread existing in the program at the second ("Others") level of ex

periencc,. The compOnent part (see Diagram 4) could he thought of as representinisuch

activities as:
1.

A.'*The propos.ed mini-course program on Variability comple'ted in

13.

relationship to the 3 signment in working in an elementary school'

.classroom. (Large Block)

Completion of an in-depth case study of a pupil of wide variability

occuTing in the classroom asSig,nment. f(AIedium Block)

C. Instruction on cultural bias /f tests 'and the effect of the 'self full

filling prophecy" upon the perforMance of children. (Small Block)

D. Jnstruction in appreciatipn for the cultural background and differences

of minority group children. (Large I31o2k)
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The final diagram (Diagram5) is meant t.) graphically represent the tvays in which

the model interrelates., as a unified structure. The philosophical fraMcwork from:which

the model was constructed was that developed by Arthur Coombs et al in 'Perceiving.

Behaving-- Becomino ASCD 19(32 Yearbook. in the model we- have first attempted to

help the student. realistically;to perceive, hi as an individual, in relation to the
'\

Coaching tasks and to other people. The peograrn then places the student in a variety

of situations in which he has expyrience.in heha\ing as a teacher. Instruction is pro-

vided to help the student develop those skills and to learn those things needQd to become

a successful teacher, and to try his teaching skills in a stip "wised and guided situation.
.

9
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INSTRUCTIONAL YATERIALS

:Ittenipting to iUll)tenlcnt the program 311d inslruciinn fur the

lldelltS going through the progi am the Depariment purch.t;cd a wide variety of instructional

materials and packages develope(i at a variety of uniyersititeL-; and through commercial

sources. Department members have also created their own materials and packages for

use in the various phases of SCMIA. Students use the materials independently and/or in

conjunction with the regular instruction they receive in the seminars.

Parts of the Thiokol Interaction Laboratory for Teacher Development and SRA

Inner-City Simulation Laboratory are used throughout the program. In addition, the

program utilizas selected Wilkits developed at Weber State College and a variety of re- _-

source books, materials, handouts,' etc., are used in all phases of the program. The

Department maintains i separate curriculum library for students to check out these

materials at any ti 1110.



EVALUATION

ikt the end of each quarter, the Department Chairman meets with students. at each

of the SODIA levels and receives feedback on ways of improvin.,2; the program. Similar

meetings are held with the teachers in each of the portal schools to assess what should he

improved, changed, and modified. The program will continue to he modified and revised

as new information is gathered and refined.

In addition to(1,Lie informal evaluation the Department .of Elementary Education has

received a grant of $6800 to formally evaluate the program beginning in the fall of 1973.

This formal .evaluation is being funded by the Utah State Board of Education, the Utah State

University Provost's Office, the Dean of the College of Education, and the Department of

Elementary Education. The evaluation is intended to be broad in'scope and utilize a variety

of data collection and analysis of technique. Three general types of data are to be collected.

They are:

A. Achievement Data collected from information obtained from

standardized achievement tests on students in training and

children in the portal schools.

B. Attitudes collected from information gained from attitude

scales administered to students in training.

C. Opinions collected from Opinionaires administered to strdents

in training; cooperating portal school teachers, and portal school

administrators.



Evaluation Procedures

I. .Achievement

During the fall quat-tor of 1973 student teachers will he given the general anti

elementary soetions nt the Nation;[: Teacher Examination (SPRES). Comparison of

tchievernent scores will I,' made het 'een SOMA prog..ttin students and national norms

and students completint_t program .hrough the former elementary teacher education

program.

Achieveim ill scores of ,ortal school children who have taken the Iowa 'lest of

Basic Skills and /or the California Achievement Test (full battery) will also be collected.

Comparison of achievement scores of portal school children during the 1972-73 school

year will be made with the three year average achievement scores of children from the

same schools in the 19W:-70 through 1971-72 school year in each of the cooperating mortal

schools.

Attitudes

The Hokeach Dogmatism Scale will be administered to all elementary' education

student teachers during fall quarter 1973. Comparison of dogmatism mean scores will

be made between SODIA'program students and students completing their program through

enrollment in the former elementary education teacher training 1)1'0'i:ram. Comparisons

will also be made on the mean dogmatism scores of SOMA program students and teacher

education students at Utah State University obtained from two previous research studies.

Opinions

An opinionaire has been constructed to collect a variety of inform ion from cooperating

teachers and administrators as to the relative effectiveness of the SODIA progn.m in the

portal schools. 'this opinionaire will be administered at the end of fall term 1973.



An othe opiniOnaire has peen constructed to collect opinions of elewentary teacher

education students in SOMA concerning three domains (cognitive, etfective, and skills)

in which the, have received training and instruction while in the SOMA program. Opinions

of the SOM:\ students and students who have received their instruction in the former pro,grani

\vill he compared to see if there is any difference in the perception of the two groups con-

cerning their competencies in the previously stated dontains,
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f he SOM.\ program contributes to the improvement of education in th:i'a series of

"threads" have been developed that run through the program (va! iability, World of Work,

community involvement, self-concept, process of -learning) \vhich represent a departure

from the commonly accepted areas of emphasis in most teacher training programs. -We

feel that these threads are at the "heart" of the competencies that a teacher should have

to he an effective teacher.

The program demonstrates that a new, innovative, Comprehensive program can

he initiated without large ',mounts of funding from outside :- ounces. It demonstrates that

students in training can receive the equivalent of one full year of supervised experiences

in a regular four year undergraduate program. It demonstrates that competency-based

materials developed at other institutions and commercial sources can he adapted effectively

in an institution away and separate from where they were originally developed. It demon-

strates that it is possible to have a comprehensive teacher education program involving
a.

variety of departments working together. It demonstrates that a comprehensive teacher

education program can be provided in partnership with public schools:

The SOLNA program bus been particularly effective in helping students decide at4

very earlx stage of their career whether elementary teaching is something that they want to

actively pursue in their college program (fr'eshinan year.) In the first year of the program

Lipproximately fifty percent of the students who took the first level Flass (Self) elected not

to continue in Elementary Education. This percentage has dropped appreciably in the

second year of the program to approximately ten percent of the students deciding on dif-

fe'rent careers at the end of the freshman experience. An additional ten percent leave

Elementary Education at the end of Level II (Others) phase of the progranf:
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The program lurther provides for a very utfective means of combining theory \viih

practicum, Students in training start to work with children in their fresh `man year atnd

continue to work with children ilia classroom situation in their sophomore, junior, and

senior rs.

Another somewhat intangible contribution of the program is that employers indicate

that the graduates of SOA are equivalentivalent to second' or third year exp(zibnced teachers

in their ability to function atnd teach effectively.

Another contribution is that the students themselves are extremely enthusiastic

over their participation with children at all levels of the 'program, They feel that they ,

are well prepared upon completion of SOMA.

Another contribution is the improved instruction for children in the portal schools.

Almost every classroom has two Or three students (Level II Others; Level IV

mentatfon or Level V sociate Teaching) in training that help provide individual in-

. structicn for children. In addition, the cooperating teachers receive continual help in

improving their supervisory skills as well as their personal teaching skills.

College staff are tie longer perceived as being in the ''Ivory Tower" and out of touch,

because they are in the schools most of the day, every day, supervising the students,

working with cooperating leachers and teaching the seminars. The seminar classes are

taught (for the most part) right in the portal schools.
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Examples of 1\laterials Used in Level III 1)iscil) lines

A. Why Teach Elementary School AiatheinaLic s
by 1)r. Bryce, Adkins

13. Numeration Systems
by Dr. Bryce Adkins

C. Objectives for Reading
by Dr. GailJohnson
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TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

Instructional. Module I

WE SHOULD

ALL BE THANKFUL
FOR " TEA CHiNG

ELEPIEWARXtry,,,
SCHOOL

CIAT H."

WHY TEACH ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS?



SETTING LDUCATIONAL GOALS

IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, MATHEMATICS

"If we could first know where we are
and whither we are tending we could
better judge what to do and how to
do it."

Prospectus

Abraham Lincoln

Teachers must make many decisions about the relative importance
which different knowledge and skills have for the pupils in elementary
school classrooms. In mathematics, for example, the teacher who decides
that a high level of "mastery" of the basic multiplicatioin facts merits
the use of pupil time which might otherwise be spent in studying a unit
in geometry has made an Important and basic decision, about the relative
'worth of topics commonly taught in elementary school Mathematics. Every
teacher, must frequently make su h decisions. Even the teacher who
decides to faithfully follow t textbook and not vary from the topics
and emphasis reflected in the xtbook has madesuch a basic decision
abou-t what his mathematics program should be.

ial

It seems logiCal to assume that the best decisions as to what
mathematics should be taught will be made by those chers who are
knowledgeable about the recommendations bf "experts" in the field
and about the practices which have been,tried in the past and. the
results of these different practices. Unfortunately there is, and
apparently has always been, considerable diversity amokthe opinions
of experts in regards to most areas of elementary school mathematics
instruction. Thus the teacher is left with the problem of developing
his own Rhilosophy to serve as a basis fot making decisions about

//
"What, Why, and How" elementary school mathematics should be taught.
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Tht.. goal of, this instructional unit is to provide the student with
information about the ways in which the question, Vila: arithmetic shall
we teach?" has been answered in the past and is being answered in con-
temporary elementary school classrooms. It is believed that this know-
ledge will best equip the teacher to anticipate, prepare for, understand
and adapt to changes in the elementary school matWilatics program which
will occur during the teacher's career. This knowledge should also
help the teacher to make logical and consistent decisions about the
mathematics program he conducts in his classroom.

Terminal Objectives

Upon completion of this module the student will be able to state,
either verbally or in writing, his'philosophy about the purpose of
elementary school mathematics.

Upon completion of this module the student will be able to make
rational decisions about the relative merit of different topics in
elementary school mathematics. These decisions will be consistent
with the philosophy which the student has developed about the purpose
of elementary school mathematics.

Upon completion of this module the student will be able to'defend
his deCisions about the relative value of different topics in elementary
school mathematics when these decisions are in opposition to the decisions
of others.



PRE-ASSESSMENT

Respond to two of the following "problem situations." Record
and retain a copy of your response for use in conjunction with the
Post-Assessment phase of this module. Your record may consist -of a
tape recording which you might make of the response you would giVe
to the selected problem situations. This record could also consist
of a tape recording of a role playing situation engaged in by a group
of your peers, or it could be in the form of a written answer or re-
action to the problem situations.

1. Assume you are in your fist year of elementary school teaching
and for the first time meeting with'a group of parents of pupils in
your room in a regularly scheduled "back to school night" sponsored
by the P.T.A. One of the parents has expressed his concern over the
level of computational skill he believes his chi is developing in
arithmetic. Although he is not blaming you individually he doeS believe
the mathematics program is not as good as it used to be. You are
aware that there is a significant body of evidence that pupils are not
developing as high a level of computational skill under "modern mathe-
,

matics" programs as their predecessors did under a more traditional
prograM. Develop a response which you think should be given in this
situation.

2. Assume that your school has recently administered a battery of
standardized achievement tests and that the scores in mathematics
"computation" have. generally'been quite low, although the scores in
"reasoning" (Or problem solving) were very high. The Principal is
talking with you about the need for finding a way to improve the.com-
putatibnal skills of pupils in your school and although he has praised
you and the other teachers for the good'acores in the "reasoning"
section of the test you believe he thinks the pupils should have done
better in "computation." Develop a response which you believe would
help his understand the situation.

3. Assume you are in your fist month of teaching in a fifth grade
classroom and you have discovered that most of the pupils in your
room do not know their basic addition, subtraction, and multiplication
facts. You have in general planned a program which yoU believe will
enable most of the pupils'in your room to complete the work in the
textbook supplied by your school 'for mathematics. You are now faced
withthe,decision of whether to embark oh a supplementary program aimed
at helping the pupils in, your room gain "mastery" of the basic facts
of whether to continue with your original plan for completing the
textbook.

You suspect that if you omit some of the textbook topics the teacher
who will have the pupils the next year will disapprove because they will
not have had the basic experiences upon which she is to build. On the
other hand you are equally fearful that this teacher will talk abe'it you,
as she has"been about the teacher who was, in your room last year, say-
ing that the pupils just didn't learn the basics of arithmetic.



What program do you recommend for best resolving this dilemna'?
Why do you believe it is\best? What problems do you anticipate? What-

action would you recommend for trying to ameliorate them?

4. Assume you have been appointed to a co ttee of elementary school
teachers in your district who have been charg with the responsibility
of recommending an elementary school mathematics textbook series for
adoption by'the district. After considerable' study t.40- field ha been
narrowed, to two series. In many ways, such as artwotok,'format, iality
of paper and binding the two books.seem even. One basic difference
is apparent, however. In terms of content one series provides a very
structured approach that is basically traditional in content and pro-
vides/ many,practice exercises for each topic. The other series considers
several topics which are not in the first text, but it does notprovide
as many practice.exercfses. Thus the basic decisions seems to beone
of choose g between a broader experience in mathematics for children
or one which.prOvides-greater opportunity for developing mastery" of
computational skills.

On the, basis that other qualities of the texts are equal, Which
series do you favor? Why?

a

4
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WHAT ARITHMETIC SHALL WE TEACH?)-

As a result of the nature of teaching, every teacher must frequently
make decisions about what he should teach. For example, "Is a question
raised by a child of sufficient value to merit abandoning a planned
lesson in favor oUpursuing an unplanned for topic?" "How important
is it that pupils understand .a topic in mathematics as opposed to be
able to perform accurate computations without understanding?" "Should
a fifth grade teacher_embark on a program of developing mastery of the
basic facts even though it will mean other topics in the textbook will
not be considered?" "Is it more important for the pupils to develop
understanding of some topics or to cover the textbook?"

Many questions similar to the preceding ones must be answered by
the classroom teacher. But, are the answers given the best possible?
The best answers are formulated by teachers who have a philosophical
base to use as a framework in formulating wise and consistent choices.
The preface to the, "Mathematics Curriculum Guide", of the Clark County
(Nevada) School District2 recognizes the importance of tie's problem
through the following Statement.

Philosophy

In developing a consistent philosophy to give direc
tion to mathematics instruction for all students in the
public schools, it is necessary to consider the following
euestions:

1. Why should mathematics be taught?

2. What mathematics should be taught
--When and to whom?

3. How should mathematics be taught?

It is obvious that the answers to questions #2 and #3
depend on the answer to #1; and that the second question
has to do with the selection, scope, and sequence of content;.
and that the last question deali with' methodology.

1. Although the introduction of topics from other branches of mathematics
has resulted in more appropriately labeling the contemporary program
"mathematics," rather than "arithmetic". The title of a monograph
published in 190-by Guy M.'Wilson was chosen for naming this section,
in an:attempt,fo emphasize the peNisting nature of this problem.
(Wilson, Guy M., What Arithmetic Shidl We Teach ;Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1929, 149 pp.) ;



Question 1,1 is the "hard" one, because the answer re-
quires that certain assumptions about the nature of man
and what constitutes the "good life" be made explicit.
For example, if it is assumed that ,iontrol of the environ-
merle by man is desirable, then it logically follows that
mathematics should be taught since it enables man to des-
cribe and predict physical phenomena. Of course, man
exists at a point in time and space, so these assumptions
change'from time to time and from place to place.

The complete development of such a deductive philo-
sophical system is beyond the scope of these introductory
remarks. A simple statement of beliefs must suffite.

Every individual should be limited in his life choices
only bvhis own unique set of "original" equipment, such as
physiqA, intelligence, and health. Insofar as.possible,

should be the master, not the slave, of the routines
aihd decisions which shape his life. Education, including
mathematics education, is the key to this mastery. In an
age of increasing specialization, the elementary school
is becoming the last fortress of general education. The
mathematics which is taught at this level must be aimed
at keeping doors open for children. Whether or not a
student elects more mathematics in secondary school, he
should leave the elementary school with a powerful tool-
mathematical literacy--with which to chip away his piece of
the "good life."

(Clark County School 3istrict; 1967)

Although the primary purpose of this instructional program in the teauh-
ing of element4Ey school mathematcs is to provide the student with
a repertoire o1ef-

i

Qvaluational and instructional procedures and skills,
the decisions of "Why" and "What" to teach must provide the basis for
wise decisions of "How" to teach. The emphasis in this module is upon
helping students obtain background information requisite to the forma-
.:ion of a philosophy about teaching elementary school mathematics.
Other modules in this prog,:am will emphasize "methods of teaching
elementary school mathematics.

IN THE BEGINNING - - - "

At the time of the colonization of America in the
first half orthe seventeenth century, arithmetic was
not considered essential to a boy's education unless he was
to enter commercial life or certain trades. The instruction
in arithmetic was often given in a separate school, called
a writing school, or a reckoning school. When arithmetic
was taught in the grammar school it was very rudimentary.
Not only was this true, but among the nobility and aristo-
cracy of the educated, arithmetic was looked upon as
"common," "vile,", "mechanic," because it was the accom-
plishment of clerks, artisans, tradesman, and others who
bore no s!gns of heraldry." Consequently it was a subject
beneath the dignity of a boy unless he was "less capable
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of learning and fittest to be put to trades."

(Monroe, 1917:5)

With the preceding description Monroe :-tharacterizes the rather
skimpy nature of the almost non-existent arithmetic program of
colonial schools. The careful reader will also note the attitude the
more influential citizens a the colonial period had about the im-
portance of knowledge of arithmetic.

Many of the early schoolmasters did not know how to perform
arithmetical computations and in many communities it was necessary
for those parents who wanted their children to learn to "cipher" to
make special arrangements for private tutoring outside of the regular
school instruction. Much the same situations as occurs today for
those parents who want their elementary school age children to learn
to play the piano.

Gradually as commerce began to grow in the colonies the need for
people who could cipher also grew. More and more the ability to cipher
became a desired skill for the schoolmasters who were employed, and
gradually the number of schools increased in which instruction in
ciphering; was made available for those pdpils who-wished to gain these
skills.

The reason for ari4hmetics gradual acceptance during this period
of one hundred and fifty or so years seems fairly obvious. There was
a need for people who could cipher in order for the colonists to im-
prove the quality of their lives through increased trade. This also
led to an equally obvious answer as to what arithmetic should be
taught., Pupils were taught those skills necessary to carry on the
commerce of the time.

The way in which arithmetic was taught throughout this period is
of considerable interest because of its difference from the way in
which the subject has been recently taught. Since the method was so
generally used over such a long period of time with so little dis-
satisfaction, there seems reason to question if methods we now accept
as satisfactory may not also be seriously questioned in the future.

Throughout this first hundred and fifty years of development of
arithmetic as a school subject the method of instruction was predomi-
rantly one called "the ciphering book method." The idea of helping a
pupil was not part of the colonial day teacher's creed; nor was moti-
vation, except perhaps by punishment, considered necessary. The teacher's
role was to maintain order and to "hear" lessons. Throughout most
of this period the study of arithmetic was not compulsory. Only those
pupils who desired to do so, or parents insisted that they do so,
undertook the study and it was only pursued* long as desired. The
following account written,by,:,a man who was a student taught by the
ciphering litqk method is(typical of several such records which exist.
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At length, in 1790 or 1791, it was thought that I was
old enough ,to learn to "cypher," and accordingly was permitted
to go to school more constantly. I,told the master I wanted
to learn to cypher, He set me a "sum" in simple, addition
five columns of figures and six figures in each column. All

the instruction he gave me was,Add the figures in the first
column, carry one for every ten, and set the over-plus down
under the column. I supposed he meant by the first column
the left -hand column, but what he meant by carrying one for
every ten was as much a mystery as Samson's riddle was to
the Philistiens. I worried my brains for an hour or two,
and showed the master the figures I had made. You may judge
what the amount was when the columns were added from left
to right. The master frowned and repeated his former
instruction, Add up,the column on the right, carry one for
every ten, and set down the remainder.

Two or three afternoons (I did not go to school in the
morning) were spent in this way, when I begged to be excused
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from learning to cypher, and vhe old gentleman with whom I
lived thought it was time wasted: . . . The next winter there
was a teacher more communicative and better fitted for his
place, and under nim some progress was made in, arithmetic,
and I made a tolerable acquisition in the first four rules,
according to Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Assistant, of which the
teacher and one of the eldest boys had each a copy. The two
following winters, 1794 and 1795, I mastered all the rules
and examples_in the first part of Dilworth; that is through
the various chapters of rule of three, practice, fellowship,
interest, etc., to geometrical progressions and permutation.

(Monroe, 1917:44-5)

The ciphering book method of instruction probably began as a necessity
due to the absence of textbooks in arithmetic. The method persisted even
in those situations where texts were available, however, and the prefaces
of early texts in arithmetic indicate they were written to facilitate the
ciphering book method rather than to alter it. There is some evidence
that in many schools the ciphering book method gave way to the "monitorial
method". towards the end of the period of development. Under the monitorial
method of instruction the master "heard" the more advanced pupils' lessons
and they in turn instructed the younger children.

The objective of this instruction was a knowledge of the rules
and their applications- Little real computational tkill probably resulted
from the limited Practice that was provided. Pupils frequently doubted
that the master could actually work the exercises and there are some
records of wrong answers having been copied into the pupil's ciphering
hook. Imagine the difficulty the next generation of students must have had
in obtaining the same wrong answer that appeared in the master's book,
and of the pupil's fear of questioning the answer of the master. Existing
copies of old ciphering books and early textbooks indicate that it was
common for pupils to work no more than approximately five exercises in
addition and subtraction before it was considered they had mastered this
area of study. The following quotation provides a better unc!erstanding of
instruction during this period.

No boy had a rinted arithmetic, but every other day a
sum or two was set each manuscript, to be ciphered on the
slate, shown up, a if right, copied into the manuscript.
Two sums were all that were allowed in subtraction, and this
number was probably as many as the good man could set for each
boy. This ciphering occupied two hours, or rather consumed two,
and the other hour was employed in writing one page in a copy
book. Once,(kwhen I had done my two sums in subtraction, and
set them in my book, and been idle an hour, I ventured to go
to the master's desk and ask him to be so good as to set me
another sum. His amazement at my audacity was equal to that
of the almshouse steward when the half-starved Oliver Twist
"asked for more." He looked at me; twitched my manuscript
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toward him, and said, gutturally: "Eh, you gnarly wretch, ;

you are never satisfied." I had never made such a request
before, nor did I ever make another afterwards.

(Monroe, 1917:16)

This period of gradual acceptance of arithmetic as a school subject
seems to have culminated when laws were passed in both New Hampshire and
Massachussetts, in 1789, making the teaching of reading, writing, and arith-
metic obligatory. It seems likely that the passage of these laws simply
represented the recognition and legalizing of a practice that was by then
prevalent. Whether or not this is true the enactment of these laws indi-
cates that arithmetic was then considered necessary to an elementary
school education and the subject was accorded a place coordinate with that
of reading and writing.

Thus ended the first period, in the development of arithmetic as a
school subject. A period of approximately one hundred and fifty years
during which arithmetic gradually gained acceptance as having a place in
the education of all elementary' school children. Throughout this period
arithmetic was taught because it was needed to enable the commerce of
the colonies to,grow. The content was selected on the basis of its useful-
ness in the commerce of the time. The method of instruction was predominantly
that of the ciphering book, which gave way at the end of the period to,the
monitorial approach in which the older pupils 'served as "monitors" in
teaching their younger peers, due to the large number of pupils who were
then studying arithmetic.
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MENTAL DISCIPLINE
THE FIRST MAJOR CHANGE IN THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC

In 1821 the singlevmost influential textbook ever published in
elementary school arithmetic came into being. This was Warren Colburn's,
First Lessons In Arithmetic on the Plan of Pestalozzi. The.. of

Colburn's text definitely 'onnects his work with the ideas of the noted
Swiss educator Pestalozzi. ) It was Pestalozzi's belief that arithmetic
was the most important means for providing children with the mental train-
ing which would result in 'the power to form clear ideas.

Coburn extended this belief even further and in an address stated,
"Arithmetic, when properly taugLt, is acknowledged by all to be very
important as a discipline of the mind; so much so that, even if-it had no
practical application which should render it valuable on its own account,
it would still be well worthwhile to `bestow a considerable portion of time
on it for this purpose alone. This is a very important consideration,
though a secondary one compared with its practical utility.,"

The publication of Colburn's text heralded a new era in elemOtary
school instruction. One in which the theory of formal mental discipline
was to dominate. The advocates of mental discipline believed it was possible
to strengthen the mind through strenuous mental, exercise just as it is
possible to strengthen the muscles of the arms by lifting weights. The
primary purpose of school instruction inall areas of the curriculum became
one of "disciplining" the mind.

.It was common during this period of time to have two periods df
arithmetic instruction each day, one of which was devoted to non-paper
and pencil or oral arithmetic, often termed "intellectual arithmetic."
Monroe (Monroe, 1917:91), provides a glimpse of the thinking of the time
a quotation from Davies text, "Intellectual Arithmetic."

It is the object of this book to train and develop the
mind by means of the science of numbers, Numbers are the
instruments here employed to strengthen the memory, to
cultivate the faculty of abstraction and to sharpen and
develop the reasoning powers.

The Mental Discipline movement reached its peak about the middle of
the nineteenth century, with estimates made in 1850 of. the amount of time
elementary schools Spent in the study of arithmetic ranging as high as
50%. (Monroe 1917:132) This trend made no further signIgicant gains until
its fairly rapid demise during the final decade of the 119th century.

During the period of mental descipline the reason for teaching arith-
metic in the elementary schools was drastically changed.from one of social
utility to one of strengthening the mental powers.. The change in purpose
resulted in signigicant changes in both the content and the methods of
instruction. Topics which had little if any real usefulness, such as find-
ing the cube root of numbers, were included because of their assumed
value as a discipline for the minds ofstudents. The methods of instruction
became more dependent upon the use of textbooks, with intellectual or oral
arithmetic being given equal emphasis with the more traditional work using
paper and pencil. Class o; group instruction replaced the individual instruc-
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tion that was common under the ciphering book method. Greater emphasis was
placed upon practice and the development of computational skill.

THE REACTION AGAINST MENTAL DISCIPLINE

Several important influences during the last decade of the 19th century
resulted in the rapid demise o,f the mental discipline movement. Among these
were; (a) the Herbartian movement in America, (b) a psychological movement,
and (c) a general reaction against the overemphasis on the study of arith-
metic and mental discipline as a dominant force in education.

Herbart was a German educator who had been influential in Europe for
many years before his theories gained recognition in the United States.
In fact it was nearly fifty years after his death that the Herbartian Society
was first formed in this country. The principle of apperception, accredited
to Herbart, was emphasized by his followers in America. In essence the
principle is that new experiences are given meaning and interpreted by means
of ideas which have been obtained from past experience and which are present
in the consciousness at the time. The placement of emphasis upon the content
of a subject was fundamentally opposed to the disOiplinary concept of educa-
tion. The Herbartians emphasized history and literature as subjects in the
elementary school. The enthusiasticusupport given to,Jhe work of Herbart
swept over the United States and did much to counteract the mental discipline
movement.

During this same period William James published his book, Principles
of Pshology, in which he reported plausible experimental evidence to
support the contention of his contemporaries that one's native ability
rember can not be trained by specific exercises.

Concommitant with the Herbartian movement and the research performed by
William James and replicated by other was a general reaction'against'the
disciplinary value of arithmetic. Both educators and the general public
became actively critical of the public schools and the arithmetic program.
Investigations were commonly made of the schools. The committee which
examined 167 districts in New Haven County, Connecticut summarized their
opinion'of arithmetic by stating, "Arithmetic has thus become a science
of difficult trifles' and intricate fooleries peculiar to the common school,
and, remarkable chiefly for sterility and ill-adaptedness to any useful
purpose." (Monroe, 1917:127)

Primarily the rebellion against mental discipline took the form of
criticism without constructive suggestions for improviing the school program.
The most important contribution to fill this void was made by John Dewey.
It was Dewey's thesis that the environment presents problems which are
solved by measurement, i.e. through the use of number and number relation-
/ships. To this belief Dewey added his more general educational principle

/ that the process of education, is most efficient when the child is placed
in an environment which requires physical activity: To teach, according to
this thesis, both the teacher and the text would provide situations which
required measurement 'and the relating of quantities.
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The reaction against formal discipline was followed by a counter
reaction in which the disciplinary function Of arithmetic was again recog-
nized and given equal status with its utilitarian furiction. It became
common to refer to the science and art of mathematics. The science of
numbers dealing with their so-called cultural value and the art of numbers
referring to their utilitarian value.

In a "Special Report on Arithmetic" the Committee of Ten reflected
the tenor of opinion of the time in both recognizing the "disciplinary"
value of arithmetic and in making a plea for change. In their plea
they stated,

The opinion is widely prevalent that even if the subjects
are totally forgotten, a valuable mental discipline is acquired
by the efforts made to master them. While the Conference admits
that, considered in itself, this discipline has a certain valde,
it feels that such a discipline is greatly inferior to that which
may be gained by a different class of exercises, and bears the
same relation to a really improving discipline that lifting
exercises in an ill-ventilated room bear to games in the open
air. The movements of a race horse afford a better model of
improving exercise than those of the ox in a tread-mill. The
pupil who solves a difficult problem in broderage may have the
pleasant consciousness of having overcome a difficulty, but
he cannot feel that he is mentally improved by the effortp he
has made. To attain this end he must feel at every step that
he has a new command of principles to be applied to future \

problems. This end can best gained by comparitively easy pro-
blems, involving interesting combinations of ideas.

(Report of the Committee of Ten, 1894:108)



THE RETURN TO SOCIAL UTILITY ARITHMETIC

Although the disciplinary value of arithmetic was still conceded at
the beginning of the twentieth centery, emphasis had shifted from justifying
the study of a topic, on the basis that it proVded good Mental exercise.
The literature of rthe period was replete with suggestions for topics which
should be dropped from the arithmetic curriculum. In a monograph titled,
"What Arithmetic Shall we Teach?" Guy W.1.1son reflected the consensus of
expert opinion of the time regarding the purpose o the elementary school
program. Wilson writes, (Wilson, 1926:1-2)

While not denying the cultural and disCipli ary value of
arithmetic--in common with any subject systematically studied
and well'taught--it is assumed that arithmetic in the grades
is justified only on the basis of its utility in the common
affairs of life. We learn the multiplication table, not to
sharpen the wits nor to comprehend a beautiful system, but
to figure our bills, our taxes;' or .the interest on a note.
What ever Arithmetic is given in the grades beyond the
essentials required by social utility consumes time that
could be used more profitably in other ways.

Several of the noted educators of the early 1900's commented on the
purpose of arithmetic instruction and emphasized their belief through.state-
ments which ridiculed earlier programs. Thorndike in a very thorough
criticism of the arithmetic program paid special:note to problems that were
presented in the earlier texts. In listing several examples he apparently
was unable to resist contributing sarcastic comments about some of the
problems as he wrote, (Thorndike, 1921:4-5)

The older methods permitted tie?. teacher to set any problem
that was t problem, regardless of whether it would ever occur as
a real problem in a real world. The following are samples of
problems accepted as satisfactory by textbooks and teachers twenty
years ago:

Suppose a pie to be exactly round and 101/2 miles in diameter.
If it were cut into 6 equal pieces,'how long would the curved
edge of each piece be?

Such problems as the abode could occur in real life only in an
insane asylum.

There are ten columns of spelling words in Susie's lesson and
32 words in a column. HOW many words are in her lesson?

This was perhaps.not unreal, since a school that would give such
problems might also assign 320 words for a single spelling lesson:

Consider the perfectly fantastic and futile nature of this
problem for a problem's sake:

A man 6 feet high weighs 175 pounds. How tall is hiss wife,
who weighs 125 pounds and is of similar build?

1
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The newer methods set a higher standard in the selection and
construction of problems, requiring not only that they give the
pupli an upportuulty to think and to apply arithmetical knowledge,
but aiso thatcxhey teach him to think and to apply arithmetic to
aituations such as life may offer, in useful and reasonable ways,
and so to esteem arithmetic not only, as a good game for.the mind,
but also as a substantial helper in life's work.

During the "social utility" period the purpose for providing instruction
in arithmetic was simply that of providing the child with the knowledge
and skills which he would need to live a productive and satisfying life
as an adult. Content was selcted on the basis of the needs of contemporary
adult society as determined by several surveys made of adult usage of arith-
metic at that time.

The method of instruction was dominated by the textbook, with consider-
able emphasis being placed upon practice of the algorithus and memorization
of the basic facts.

During the 1920's there was considerable concern over the grade
placement of various topics in arithmetic. This,concern resulted in
considerable diversity in the grade level at which different topics were
introduced. "To.discover the best possible order of presentation of the
different topics in arithmetic, to ciiscover the phase of a child's psycho-
logical growth at which a given arithmetic process may be most advantageously
introduced, the Committee of Seven of the Superintendents' and Principals'
Association of Northern'Illinois . . . launched an elaborate investigation to
extend over several year'." urge,. 1928)

The investigation was begun in the tumn of 1926.

A member of the Committee of Seven, reporting on the results of their
five year program'of research involving about three hundred schools, stated
the following reason for their:extensive investigation.

Arithmetic is a difficult subject for many children. - We
provide a generous amount of time for it; we give it a favored,
place in the daily program; we'are improving our technics of
teaching and testing; wf are reducing the content by eliminating
topics of less social and Unwildy examples with large
number and unusual fractions. But the output of our teaching
in terms of information, understanding: and skills are uncertain
The carry-over of the study of such topics as long division,
the four processes with fractions, multiplication and divisio%
of deciMals and percentage are meager and Unstable.

Can one reason be that some of the topics are, improperly
placed in theourse of study. Are they being taught before the
chiAdren,fte intellectually ready for them and before they
have acquired proficiency in the foundations drills and under-
standings? Do children learn some topics more readily and
retain them better if they are taught and practiced later? Is

there a period in a child's development when he is ripe for a
process and beyond which there is no advantage in postponement?
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The committee reported their findings in a table of minimum and optimum
mental ages for the .study of topics in arithmetic. The minimum mental
age was established as that level at which 80 percent of the total number
of examples in the retention test were solved correctly by 75 percent
of the mental age group. The optimum.mental age was established as the
age "at which the curve definitely flattened, indicating that there was
little to be gained by postponement."

The results of the research of the Committee of Seven did much to
influence the reassignment of many topics in arithmetic to placement in
later grade levels than those in which theseltopics had previously been
pre3ented.

Another faction known as the "Child Usage" group, became active during
the 1930's. While they do not seem to have been expecially influential they
are of interest because they are typical of the extremist groups which seem
to accompany nearly every trend that occurs in education. This group recom-
mended l_;oing A step Jeyond the idea of teaching. children the arithmetic that
it was supposed they would need as adults. The Child Usage proponents be-
lieved children should only be taught that arithmetic which/they needed as
children. It was believed that if as adults they had addtional needs for, -

arithmetic, they could as adults then.learn those skills which they would
need. L. P. Benezet, wrote the following statement, which is typical of
the beliefs.of the Child Usage group. ( enezet, 1935)

In the first place, it seems to me that we waste much
time in the elementary schools, wrestling with stuff that
ought to be omitted or postponed until the children are in need
of studying it. *If I had my way, I would omit arithmetic
from the first six grades. -I would allow the children to prac-
tice making change with imitation money, if you wish, but outside
of making change, where does an eleven-year old child ever have
to use arithmetic?

I feel that it is all nonsense to take eight years to get
children through the otdinaty arithmetic assignment of the
elementary schools. What possible needs has a ten-year old child
for knowledge of long division? The whole subject ofarithmetic
could be post-poned until the seventh year of school and it could
be mastered in two years' study by any normal child.

A growing concern for:the child's readiness for-arithmetic and
a general confusion as to when instruction shoad begin continued
through the late thirtys and the 1940's. Brownell pinpointed the source
and nature of the basic disagreement when he noted research in general
showed: (Brownell, 1938)

Children upon entering Grade I already possess in equipment
of number knowledge far larger'than we supposed ten years ago.
On the average, they can enumerate objects and count by rote
to 20 or 25; they can use some of the simpler addition and a
few subtraction combinations; they even understand a little'
about the meaning of fractions. On the other band, their
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abilities operate d-riii=3 and uneconomically, representing,
as they do, low-order or immature procedures.

What are the implications of these studies? One interpre-
tation is that, since children, on their own, have _Learned so
much about numbers, they should be allowed to continue on their
own for another year or two at least. A second interpretation is
that the possession of so large a stock of'usable number ideas
and skills is proof positive of readiness for dirett teaching.
The two interpretations point in diametrically opposite directions.
The second interpretation requires the immediate introduction
of 'systematic' instruction; the first, the postponement
of such instruction.

Brownell noted that the disagreement about the nature and extent
of arithmetic instruction that should be given in the primary grades had
only increased during the next three years as he wrote in 1941;

(Brownell, 1941)

Few problems relating to the elementary school curriculum
are as troublesome as are those associated with the kind and
amount of arithmetic to be taught in the primary, grades. These
problems are essentially new problems; they did not exist, or at-
least they were not generally recognized, a quarter century ago
when practices with regard to primary number were relatively
more uniform. The last two decades have witnessed a decided
break from tradition, but as yet no satisfactory solution has
been found. Instead, there is such variety of,practice as to
amount almost to confusion.

. The extent of this confusion is readily noted if one but
compares different course orstudy offerings in primary arithmetic.
For example, one school expects children to learn the addition
combinations with sums to 10 in Grade I; another defers systematic
instruction on these facts to Grade II; still another postpone
such instruction to Grade III. Needless to say, were other
arithmetical topics included in,these comparisons, the variations
suggested in the case of a single topic would be greatly enhanced.

Several factors led to the confusion about the nature and extent of
primary arithmetic experience which should be provided. First, research
indicated clearly that anticipated results were not being obtained from
the arithmetic instructional program. A second factor was the spread of
the educational philosophy epitomized in the phrase "the child-centered
School." It became popular for teachers to make such statements as
"I teach children, not arithmetic," and "I teach the whole child," as
a way of indicating their concern for the total development of the child
and not just his intellectual development. A third factor was a change in
the psychology of learning theory. The fourth cause of this confusion
was a difference in opinion as to why arithmetic should be taught. Accord-
ing to one view arithmetic was a tool subject meant to equip children to
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deal effectively with the quantitative 'problems they would need to solve as
adults. According to the second view arithmetic is primarily a mgthematical
system In which the crucial element in learning is understaudftrof the
system and its operation. Siich divergent views necessarily resulted in
elementary school mathematics programs which were quite dissimilar.

MODERN MATHEMATICS

The year 1958 is most frequently cited as the beginning of the modern
mathematics, since it was in the fall of that year that the Russian placed
their first satellite in orbit, Some mathematicians object to the ident-
ification of this act with the beginning of this significant change in
Elementary School Mathematics. Certainly several new programs were in
existence prior to this date, it was however the orbitting of the Russian
Satellite which 'caused Congress. to provide money for the purpose of making
improvements in the math and science instructional programs which had been
recommended by mathematicians and scientists.

Again the question of which mathematics topics to teach in the
Elementary School came into focus. A phenomenon commonly called the
"Knowledge explosion" now complicates this task immeasurably. For the
first time in the history'of mankind, changes are occuring at such a rapid
rate that we can no longer presume to predict those mathematical. demands
which society will'place on today's elementary school pupils when they
become adults.

Goodlad provides the following estimate of the growth of mankind's
knowledge, the dates of the last two "doublings" are the estimates of
other writers. are fairly'typical of several such estimates whiCh have
been made. G6odlad suggests that if we consider man's total knowledge
at the Birth of Christ to. represent one unit of knowledge then knowledge,=
can be estimated to have grown in the following pattern. (Goodlad, 1963)

Units of Knowledge Date

Birth of Christ
2 1751
4 1900
8_ 1950

16 1960
32 1965
64 1967

The modern elementary school mathematics program represents,the combined
efforts of many able mathematicians and educators to provide the best possible
preparation for pupils who will live their.adultaives in a world whose nature
and requirements are unforseeable. It was immediately preceded by a period .

during which the content of the elementary school mathematics program was
severely limited. Thus modern mathematics programs incorporate more math-
ematics content than was the case during the 1930's and 1940's.

....
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Emphasis is placed upon understanding, in an attempt to provicu a
sound base upon which today's pupils can build later mathematical learning,
as their adult needs may dictiLte. Change in pupil attitude toward math-
ematics,is another major goal of modern mathematics programs. It is hoped
that today's pupils will develop more. confidence towards their ability to
solve mathematical problema\and less of a feeling of reverence for the
computational procedures (algorithms) and the idea that problems can
only be solved in one way.

There is beginning evidence, resulting from standardized achievement
tests, which indicates that modern mathmatics programs are resulting in in-
creased achievement in the skills of mathematical reasoning or problem solving.
Unfortunately, there is also evidence which indicates that pupils have not
developed computational skills as well under modern mathematics programs
as they did under the programs we consider to be traditional. Teaching for
mathematical understanding tends to be both a difficult and a time consuming
practice. Although most writers of mcdern programs would agree that there is
a place for practice in computation, the increased time necessary to teaching
for understanding has not left as much time for practice as was formerly the
case.

It seems reasonabl- to believe the pupils of today's elementary schools
will, as adults, line in a world in which machines will do much of -,:he compu-
tation and where it will be more important to know when to multiply and divide
in solving problems than to be skillful in multiplication and division with-
out knowing when it should be done.

Changes which have occured in elementary school mathematics instruction
serve to illustrate.Heraclitus' statement that "There is nothing permanent
except change." There seems to be no reason to believe this will not continue
to be the case. Elementary School teachers will need to continue ip their
search for:ways to improve the elementary school matheMatics prograi Such
changes, if they are to be improvements, must be based on a sound philosophy
of why mathematics should be taught in the elementary school.

Glennon provides the following. model for evaluating proposals for an
elementary school mathematics program. Its use may provide you with assistance
in constructing initial,answers to the questions of: (Glennon, 1963. :9)

"Why teach mathematics iii the Elementary School?"

"What mathematics should be taught in the Elementary School?"

."Many educators have presented the problem of balance, as that of
finding a middle ground between tWo:Curriculum theories: the mathema-
tical and the social utility (the. PUre and the applied) with the
mathematical at one end of a line segment and the social utility,
at the other end. There arAidfact three curriculum theories --
the third one being, the psychological theory. Hence the inter-
relationships among the three theories'are more accurately
represented by a triangle. All three 'theories evaluating the worth
of new proposals.
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"Each is commonly kno-wn by other names. The psychological
theory is known as the needs-of-the-individual theory, the theory
of felt-needS, and the expressed-needs theory. The social theory
is known as the needs -of --society theory, the sociological theory,
the social-utility theory, and instrumentalism. The theory which
stresses the structure of the subject is known generally as the
needs-of-the-subject theory, or the logical organization theory;
and in mathematics in particular it is known as the pure-game or
structural, Dr meaning theory of arithmetic . . ."

Needs-of-the-child
(Child entered)

Center
of-

Balance

Needs-of-the-subjuct Needs-of-society
(Subject Centered) (Social Utility)

c-,

While Glennon's preceding model is useful in providing a framework
for objectively looking at changes which have occured or which are being
recommended for the ellementary school mathematics curriculum, it is only
a tool for identifying such changes. It does not answer the question
raised by Herbert Spencer over a hundred years ago, "What Knowledge is
of rest worth?" This question remains one to be answered by individual.
tea1hers. As Glennon so aptly notes, (Glennon, 1963;23)

One of the educator's easiest tasks is to change the cur-
riculum; one of his most difficult tasks is to-improve the curriculum.
Change requires little professional training in educational philosophy,
educational psychology, or in the subject matter to be taught.
Improvement, ?-owever, demands a high degree of each. Change is
concerned only with answering the question: "Can the child learn
a given topic?" Improvetent is concerned wilh the infinitely more
profound question: "Ought the child learn a particular topic?"
Change can be implemented earougb a monolithic, authoritarian de'-,
cision; improvement must call upon the combined judgement of the
best mind's in the several discipline;' that impinge upon the school
curriculum.
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OVERVIEW

In reviewing the historical antecedents of contemporary elementary
school mathematics programs it becomes apparent that several rather
extensive changes have occurred. Some significant changes have occurred
in each of the following areas.

Time allotted to the study of arithmetic

Dufing colonial days arithmetic was not commonly taught in the
elementary schools and when it was provided instruction in arithmetic was
on an individual-elective basis. By 1850 this situation had changed to
the point that as much as half of the elementary school time was spent in
the study of arithmetic, usually during two class periods a day. At the
present time approximately 16-18% of elementary school time is typically
spent in the study of arithmetic.

Content

The predominant influence in selection of the content to be studied
in elementary school mathematics has been that of "social utility."
During the middle of the 19th century this was temporarily changed to
selection on the basis of difficulty, with the primary influence being
the idea that the more difficult a topic was the better "discipline" it
provided for the mind, At the present time many well informed individuals
are saying we are in a period of such rapid change that an analysis of
adult needs for arithmetic skills no lodger provides an appropriate basis
for predicting the needs today's elementary school pupils will have when
they become adults, They suggest, instead, that a program aimed at
developing understanding of basic mathematical concepts and an attitude towards
mathematics as something you do and not something you learn will provide a
better base for pupils to meet the changing needs they will have as adults.

Instructional Method

In terms of total number of years utilized, the dominant method of
instruction of elementary school mathematics has been the ciphering book
method. This gave way to the monitorial method and more recently to a
program of total class (textbook centered) instruction. In the last
several years the most commonly accepted theory has been one of individual-
ized instruction. In terms of actual practice in elementary school math-
ematics this has meant a program of self-paced, self-directed study with
the teachers frequently spending much of their time in the task of record
keeping. "Experts" in the teaching of elementary school mathematics are
recommending the Use of "the mathematics laboratory" approach, but as yet
this method has not become 'a significant factor in the total instructional
program.

Organization of content

During colonial days arithmetic was taught on a "topic" basis and once
a child had completed the study of a topic, such as addition, he would not
normally return to review and extend his initial learning. This method gave
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way to the spiral organization which is still dominant as an organizational
pattern. Under the spiral pattern pupils study a topic, move to other topics
and then return at a later time to review, reinforce, and extend their
learning of the original topic.

Grade placement of topics has been of major concern at different
times in the past and was probably strongest during the period of the
"Child-centered" curriculum (1930's). There is reason to believe in the
idea of "readiness" for mathematics and a reaction to the present emphasis
on mathematics content is likely to result in a renewal of teacher
concern for readiness.



1 POST- ASSESSMENT

This instructional module is designed to help you develop your
knowledge and a basic philosophy about "why" and "what" elementary
school mathematics should be taught. This knowledge and philosophy
should enable you to perform more adequately in a variety of decision
making situations. The following examples are typical of situations
in which a teacher may be expected to perform. Your performance will
be judged adequate if you can respond in these and/or similar situations
in a sensible, reasoned, and consistent manner which reflects the
development of a basic philosophy about the purposes of. elementary school_
mathematics instruction.

You need not respond to all of the following. They are typical
of the kinds of situations you will be in as an elementary school teacher.
They are provided here to help you think through your philosophy about
elementary school mathematics.

Respond to any two tf the following problem situations. Record
your response in writing or with'a tape recorder. If you wish, a tape
recording may be made of you and a group of your peers in a role playing
situation centering about one of the problem situations.

Arrange a time for you and your "methods" professor to go over
your pre-assessment and post-assessment responses together and to discuss
the philosophy you have begun'to develop.

I Assume you are in your first year of elementary school teaching and
for the first time meeting with a group of parents of pupils in your
room in a regularly scheduled "hack to school night". sponsored by the
P.T.A. One of the parents has expressed his concern over the level
of computational skill he believeshis child is developing in arithmetic.
Although he is not blaming you individually he does believe the math-
ematics program is not as good as it used to be. You are aware-that
there is a significant body of evidence that pupils are not developing
as high a level of computational skill under "modern mathematics"
programs as their predecessors did under a more traditional program.
Develop a response which you think should be given in this situation.

2 Assume that your school has recently administered a battery of standard-
ized achievement tests and that the scores in mathematics computation
have generally been quite low, although the scores in "reasoning" (or
problem solving) were very high. The Principal is talking with you
about the need for finding a way to itprove the computational skills
of pupils in your school and although he has praised you and the other
teachers for the good scores in the "reasoning" section of the est
you believe he thinks the pupils should have done better in "computation."
Develop a re$ponse which you believe would help him understand the
situation.
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. Assume you are in your first month of teaching in a fifth grade
classroom and you have discovered that most of the pupils in your
room do not know their basic addition, subtraction, and_multiplication
facts. You have in general planned a program which you believe will
enable most of the pupils in your room to complete the work in the
textbook supplied by your school for mathematics. You are now faced
with the decision of whether to embark on a supplementary program
aimed at helping the pupils in your room gain "mastery" of the basic
facts or whether to continue qith your original plan for completing
the textbdpk.

You suspect that if you omit some of the textbook topics the teacher,
who will have the pupils the next year\will disapprove because they i

will not have had the basic experiences upon which she is to build.
On the other hand you are equally fearful that this teacher will talk
about you, as she has been about the teacher who was in your room last
year, saying that,the pupils just didn't learn the basics of arithmetic.

What program do you recommend for best resolving this dilemna? Why
do you believe it is best? What problems do you anticipate? What
action would you recommend for trying to ameliorate them?

4 Assume you have been appointed to a committee of elementary school
teachers in your district who have been charged with the responsibility
of recommending an elementary school mathematics textbook series for
adoption by the district. After considerable study the field has been
narrowed to two series. In many ways, such as artwork, format, quality
of paper and binding th4 two gooks seem even. One basic difference
is apparent, however. In terms of content one series provides a very
structured approach that is basically traditional in content and
provides many practice exercises for each topic. The other series

'considers several topics which are not in the first text, but it does
not provide as many practice exercises.- Thus !the basic decision
seems to be onw of choosing between a broader experience in mathtmatics
for children or one which provides greater opportunity for developing
"mastery" of computational skills.

On the basis that other qualities of the texts are equal, which series
do you favor? Why?
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NUMERATION SYSTEMS

prospectus

One of the threads of understanding which permeates much of the .

arithmetic commonly studied in the elementary grades is that of place
value, or positional notation. Pupils who do not have a basic understanding
of our numeration system can not understand much of the work that is set
for them in elementary school mathematics. It is the purpose of this
instructional package to help you review the concepts of positional nota-.
tion and to provide you with information about techniques for assisting
pupils to develop an understanding of our numeration system. The system
of "Roman Numerals" will also be considered in this package as another
type of system commonly studied in elementary school mathematics. Study
of numeration systems which lack the place value feature provides a
source of contrast to ease the task of identifying the important features
of a place value numeration system.

A slide-tape presentation is housed in the Jr. Bloc office for the
use of students who wish (or need) more extensive instruction in working
with non-decimal number systems.

Instructional Objectives

1. Upon completion of this instructional module students who are Arovided
the set of symbols utilized in the Roman Numeral system of notation
and the values representedby these symbols will be able to write the
Roman Numeral equivalents Of arabic numerals and/or the arabic equivalents
of Roman Numerals.

2. Upon completion of this instructional module students will be able to
suggest and demonstrate at lst three different' techniques and/or
materials for repiesenting to pupils the basic concepts of our place
value numeration system.

3.' Upon completion of this instructional module students will be able to
describe the concept of "varying levels.of concreteness-abstractness of
physical models" commonly used by elementary school teachers'.in

remonstrating concepts in mathematics and to suggest procedures, for
increasing the teacher's effectiveness in working with pupils who do,
not understand the physical model being used.

4. Upon completion of this Module the students will be able to work with
90% or better accuracy the following types of exercises involving
non - decimal bases and positional value notation systems.

A. Enumeration of sets of objects using other bases than ten.
B. Conversion of base ten numerals to.reoresent the same number

in another base.
C. Conversion of numerals in non-decimal bases to represent

the same number in'base ten.
D. ALlition of two and three digit numbers in other bases than ten.
E. Subtraction of two and three digit numbers in other bases than

ten. 1
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F. Multiplication of two and three digit number in other bases
than ten.

G. DIvislun of mull -digit whole numbers by one and two digit
divisors in other bases than ten.

5. Upon completion of this module students will be able to describe
a way of constructing 'inexpensive abacuses in classroom size
'T.;antities.

6. Upon completion of this module students will be able to demonstrate
on the abacus the addition and subtraction of two and three dig\it
numbers involving regrouping. \N

7. Upon completionof this module students will be able to state th
inconsistencies which are present in our commonly used set of
number names and to generalize from this knowledge a recommendation
for teaching'children to count.

8. Upon completion of this module students will be able to utilize
the technique of "expanded notation" and will be able to discuss
the use of this technique in teaching concepts of regrouping to
elementary school pupils.

If you believe you already have the knowledge and skills listed a)ove,
it is recommended that you take the following pre-test. Your performance
on this test should provide you with information about your achievement
and any areas in which you may need to do additional work. Answers to
the pre-test exercises are on the page following the test, so you may
score your own performance.

Students whp believe they have attained the necessary knowledge and
skills to complete the tasks of the pre-test with 90% or greater accuracy
should arrange to take a post-test for this unit. Arrangements for the
post-test should be made with the secretary in the Jr. Bloc office. The
post-test will be very much like the pre-test and may be repeated in a
different test form if a score of 90% is not attained. The post-test
exists in only two forms, thus only one repetition will be permitted.

s.



PRE-TEST

Numeration Systems

1. Complete the following exercises based upon knowledge of the Roman
Numeral system of notation. The value of the Roman Numeral Symbols
are provided.

= 1

V = 5
X = 10
L =50

C = 100
D = 500

M = 1,000

A. Express the following quantities using Roman Numerals

1492 = 899 =

1974 = 1,500,961 =

B. Express the following quantities using our numeration system.

XLV = MMCDXLVI =

MDCCLXXIV= DCV =

2 Assume you wish to provide initial instruction to a group of primary
grade pupils on the concept of "carrying" (regrouping) in addition
of two digit numbers. Suggest At least three techniques and/or
materials which you would recommend for helping these pupils under-
stand the "carrying" concept. State which of the techniques and/or
materials is most concrete. Describe the way in which you would
utilize your knowledge about the relative concreteness of these
materials and/or techiliques which you have listed.

3. Work the following exercises as directed.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
. "

A. Enumerate (tell how many) the "X's" in the above row in each
of the following bases.

four six eight

B. Work the following exercises in six, record your answers
0 in base six,

5

204 -

- six
153six

43six 1215
s.ix

35six
X 24six

3



C. Convert the following numerals to represent the same number
(quantity) using another number base, as directed in each of
the foljowing items.

43
six

ten 78ten six

ten132four t 95 ten four

4. Construct a simple abacus using materials which you have available
to you. Demonstrate the completion of the following two exercises
using this abacus.

A. 187

+ 95

B. 123

- 86

5. Describe the inconsistencies which exist in our -set of number names.
Describe the effect this inconsistency has upon children learning to
count. Suggest an instructional procedure which avoids this problem.

6. Use the technique of expanded notation doing the computation required
in the following two exercises.

t.

a

A. 89 B. 186

+ 36 159

4



ANSWERS TO PRE-TEST

1. A. MCDXCII DCCCXLIX

MCMLXXIV FiETCMLX I

B- 45 2456

1776 605

2. The following material and/or techniques are appropriate. You may

have listed others.

A. Grouped objects, such as bundles of popsicle stiCks.

B. An 'abacus - either one with movable beads or a place value chart
type using a sheet of.paper and movable. markers.

C. Expanded notation

3. . 123four

B. 110
six

C. 27ten

3°ten

4. A.

B.

43six

llsix

15 r 2six,

210ix

1133four

33eight

1412 six

O

Hund.

000
000

, fo
..o-

0
tens

4000Pd!
,0.0

4

ones

187
4_-

0

Hund.

000
0.00

_

tens

e

ones
= 282

Hund. tens ones

.

123

Hund.

6 00

0 a
.9°000

0

tens

OGO
IP.

0 es

.

'ones

-86

. =37
-,

.
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5. Our number names are as a system incon8IsLent In lilt' -'_coed decode

(from ten to 19). This inconsistency results in Children having
difficulty lealning to couflt (say the number names in,sequence) from
10 to 20. Most authors have suggested the children not be shown the
"system" of counting until they have learned to count to 20 or 30
by "Rote".

6. 89 8: tens 9'on6s
+36 + 3 tens 6 ones

. 11 Lens 15 ones = 125

J86 ,4 1 hundred 7$ tens 16 ones
159 1 hundred '5. tens 9 ones

1 0 hundred 2 tens '7 ores = 27
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

NUMERATION SYSTEMS

"Necessity is the mother of invention."

Much of mankind's progress has resulted from the inventions he has
made in response to need. This is undoubtedly-true of man's systems for
handling problems cf a numerical nature.- Histor'ans tell.us that man's
first procedures for keeping track of quantities were of a "one-to-one
correspondence" nature (mapping of sets). For example, if a primitive
man had need to keep track of the number of sheep in a fltwk he might
place a. pebble on a piece of leather in such .a way that there was one
pebble for each member of his flack, 'of sheep. The sides of the leather
piece were then gathered together and tied to form a crude pouch contain-
ing the set of.pebbles. In phis way the herdsman could determine if all
of his sheep were in the flock by matching the pebbles "one-to-one" with the
sheep. Knots in a leather thong and notches in a branch were also commonly
used materials for keeping track of quantities.

As man began to trade and Prosperhis need- to express larger'quantitieS
in more efficient ways also grew. In response to this growth several
different written systems of numeration were developed. Among the distinc-
tive systems were the additive systems of Egyptian Hieroglyphics. The
multiplicative system of the Chinese and-the addit:,..%,e and-subtractive
Roman Numeral system. None of these incorporated the Tlace value idea
which makes our numeration system distinctive. A review of the Roman
Numeral system is presented herein to provide a basis for comparison of
our place value system with a non-place-value system. It has .been selected
because Rom9n.Numerals are commonly presented in elementary school mathe-
.matics textbooks and they provide as good an example of 4.cobt.rasting
system as any other.

Roman Numeral System

It seems probable that the Roman Numeral system was originally an
additive system which consisted of the symbols:

I = 1 10 C = 100 M = 1,000

If this were the case then originally all quantities were represented by
recording enough-of the4ymbols so the sumof their values was equal'to
the quantity which was to be represented. Under this systein the year
1776 would be represented as MCCCCCCC IIIIII.

The Roman Numeral system which is used- today incorporates two major
improvements which are designed to lessen the number of symbols required
in.writing most.numerals.

The-first mafor change was the addition GE some intermediate (or
halfway) symbols. These are:

V = 5 L = 50 D = 500



The second major change WOh development of the "shhtractHve princie
which is, "When a power of ten symbol (1, 10, 100, etc.) stands to the
left of the next higher power of ten symbol or to the left of the next
higher "halfway" symbol the smaller value is to be subtracted from th
larger value." Thus:

IV= 4
IX = 9

XL = 40
XC = 90

CD = 400
CM - 900

The subtractive principle cannot be correctly utilized in any other
situations. For example, 49 can not properly be represented as IL since
I can only be subtracted from the next larger "halfway" or the next larger
power of ten numbers (V and X).

Larger quantities can be expressed with roman Numerals through use
of the convention Of drawing a lice over a Roman Numeral to increase the
value represented by 1,000 times (e.g. C = 100 and C = 100,000 or X = 10,
X = 10,000.)

Complete the following practive exercises as a way of establishing
your knowledge about the Roman. Numeral system. This kind of information
is seldom used in our society and is thus likely to be forgotte.I. Therefore
your knowledge of the value of the symbols will not be included as part
of the post-test for this unit. You should complete these .exercises,
however, so as to haVe a better basis for analyzing at our place value

jsystem and identifying the advantages of ,.3uch systems.

.Write the Arabic numeral equivalent for each of the following:

1., MDCCLXXVI = 4. XCIX

2. CDLXIV = 5. M

3. DCCXLVIII 6. CCCDXLIX =

Write the Roman Numeral equivalent for each of the following:

7. 86 = 10. 1,375

8. 459 = 11. 3,492

9. 399 = 12. 2,001,005 =

Answers:

1) 1776 4) 99 7) 'LXXXVI 10) MCCCLXXV
2) 464 5) 1,000,000 8) CDLIX 11) MMMCDXCII
3) 748 6) 300,549 9) CCCXCIX 12) MMMV
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Some shortcomings of the Roman Nurr.eral system become readily apparent when
one attempts to perform fairly simple and common computations using these
numerals and our commonly taught algorithms (methods of performing computa-
tion). Work the following exercises which are provided to demonstrate the
clumsiness of the Roman Numeral system in computation.

ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY DIVIDE

CCCLXV DCCCXLIII XLVIII VIII) CCXCVI
MCXLIX CDXVIII XXXIX

365

+ 1149

Invention of the Abacus

84:3

-498
48

x 39

8) 296

It was the difficulty of computation occasioned by non -place value
numeration systems which probably led to one of the most significant
inventions of mankind. the Abacus. Some writers believe the name abacus
is derived from a Semitic word "abq," which means dust. The first abacuses
(or abaci) were simply areas smoothed in the dust or sand/with the hand.
A stick or a finger was then used to separate the smoothed area into
columns. Computation was performed as a process of serial addition or
subtraction by making marks to represent the groups of hundreds, tens and
ones on this crude from of abacus.

Several words in common usage today stem from the use of the abacus
and tend to reflect the importance this invention haS had,in man's develop-
ment. One form of abacus is a table in which grooveS have been cut.
Pebbles are placed within the appropriate area of this abacus to represent
the groups'of hundreds, tens, and ones. These pebbles or calculi provide
the basis for our word calculate. The bench itself, or counter, provides
the term we still use to designate the table in stores over which merchan-
dise is sold. Bookkeepers sometimes refer to casting an account, in
reference to the earlier process of casting stones on the abacus. The

Germans called their counter "Rechenpfennige" or calculating pennies, the
boards themselves they called "Rechenback" or simply "banck" from which
we derive our words bank, banker, and bankrupt. The term bankrupt means
literally a broken abacus, in recognition of the fact that the abacuses
of dishonest or impoverished merchants were actually broken so they could
no longer carry out their business.

As a calculating device the abacus /'s quite efficient. Several .

contests have been held matching calculating machines against abaci, with
skillful, trained, experienced operators using each. The results generally
failed to prove either.to be significantly superior. Such skill in the
use of an abacus, however, takes about six or seven years of intensive
training and practice.
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In the classroom the abacus provides a valuable instructional tool
for providing a physical model to use in presenting the concepts of
regrouping in addition and subtraction. While sturdy and attractiv ! abaci
are commercially available, a..simple but satisfactory abacus can be easily
and economically constructed in ',..lassroom quantities by duplicating sheets
of paper so they have the following characteristics:

hundreds tens ones

Seeds, buttons, small pebbles, or other available objects can be placed
within the areas' of these abacuses to represent the quantities to be
added.. The diagram below ,represents the initial placement of counters
on such an abacus to represent the addition situation 274 + 158 = ?

IP tit

274

0 0 0 +158
0 0 0

hundreds tens ones

To complete this exercise a group of ten "ones is counted in the one's
column, these ten markers are removed from the_ abacus and this group of ten
is recorded by placing a single marker in the ten's column. The markers
in the ten's column are then counted. Since there are more than nine groups
of ten represented in that column, a group of ten "tens" is removed from the
abacus, that quantity is r'epresented by placing a marker in the hundred's
column. The representation.below shows the appearance of the abacus upon
completion of this exercise.

4,

0

hundreds

0

tens

4

ones

432



The ;answer would then he read "432."

Place value numeration systems incorporate features which arose from
the invention of the abacus and which were non-existent in other more
ancient numeration systems. In the abacus a stone could represent a set
of a hundred, or of ten, or of one, depending upon the column in which it
was placed, (or its position.) The same idea is true of our numeration \

system the digit 3 can represent 3 ones, or 3 tens, or 3 hundreds, depending
upon its position within -the numeral.

Development of a place value system of writing numeral:; did require
the invention of a symbol to represent the abacus column in which there
was no marker. This invention was, of course, the zero which plays such
an important role in our numeration system. No one knows for sure where
this invention occurred. Historians long believed it stemmed from Arabia
and referred to our system as the Arabic numeration system. Evidence
was then found which indicated that the Arabs may have copied the idea
from the Hindus and the name of the system was commonly referred to as the
Hindu-Arabic system. In more recent years the historians have come tc;
belieVe the Hindus may have borrowed the concept from the Babylonians.
Of course we have no way of knowing if the. Babylonians were the original
inventors or if they in turn copied the idea from an earlier source.
Thus, largely out of custom, our system is most frequently referred to as
the Arabic numeration system and informed personsjecognize that as yet
there is no proof as to where the underlying ideas originated..

r.

At one time the professional literature in the teaching of elementary
school mathematics reflected a major controversy as to the number of
beads that should be on each wire of an abacus used for teaching and whether
the beads in the different columns should be of different colors, sizes,
and shapes. The best respbnse to use in guiding the construction or
purchase of abacuses for classroom use seems to be the idea that the abacus
is used in the classroom to provide logical intermediate step between the
grouping of objects and the representation of grouped objects with numerals.
Thus the purpose is to help pupils recognize that the numeral 3 can repre-
sent different size groups according. to its position. We do not write
the numeral 3 in a different color or size to represent 3 tens or 3 hundreds
than to represent 3 ones. Thus to introduce the factors of color and
size would probably introduce ideas which confuse the basic purpose to
be served by the abacus as an instructional tool. The largest number of
beads which seems to be useful on each wire of an abacus is 18. In some
subtraction exercises, such as 388 199 = ?, as many as 18 beads are
required to do the regrouping that s to be shown in representing the
"borrowing" process.

Grouping by Powers of 'Ten

While the abacus provides an effective device for helping many
children develop an understanding of the "borrowing" and "carrying"
(regrouping) processes, it is not the most direct (lea'st sophisticated)
way of presenting the grouping idea that is requisite to an understanding
of our-numc ltion system. The use of objects themselves provides the
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simplest and most direct approlch to teaching the basic concepts of place
value. While seeds, pebbles, bottle caps, and other kinds of markers can
be grouped: popsicle sticks seem to be the best material for this purpose,
because of the ease with which they can he grouped with elastic hands to
form sets of ten and sets of ten-tens (or hundreds). Such sets can be
quickly regrouped by children in manipulating the materials in working
addition and subtraction exercises. Use of these sticks provides an
inexpensive and commonly accessible material for presenting the idea of
positional value in a visual and tactile form. (Popsicle sticks are refer-
red to as slap stix by some handier ft shops and may be pufchased at stores
in the American Handicrafts chain Vgr approximately $1.50 per thousand and
at about 25% less per thousand in cases of ten thousand. Some ice cream
manufacturers will sell these sticks at even lower prices. There is an
American Handicrafts store in Salt Lake City.

In representing the process of addition through Cie use of sets of
bundled sticks the regrouping of sets, represented by carrying in addition,
is actually done. For example, in adding "87 + 45 = ?", 87 is represented
by 8 bundles of ten sticks and 7 single sticks. In similar tomer 4.5 is
represented by 4 bundles of ten sticks and 5 single sticks. In performing
this regrouping operation the single sticks are placed together and since
there are more than nine single sticks a group of ten sticks is made and
placed with the other groups of ten sticks, 2, single sticks remaii . Since
there are more than nine bundles or ten sticks a large bundle of ten-tens,
or a hundred sticks in made and three bundles of ten sticks are left.
Upon completion of the regrouping the sticks will be organized in one bundle
of one hundred (ten-tens), three bundles of ten and two single sticks.
The following diagram is provided to clarify regrouping process that occurs
in working this exercise.
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. Although theSeconcepts of regrouping sets. of oNects and using the
ahac142, have long bdon recommended as ways of helping pupils understand
the basic principles which underlie computation with our place value
numberation system, pupils commonly did not develop the necessary under-
standing PerhapS insan effort to assure better teaching of the ideas
of place value, authors. of some elementary school textbooks and of
textbooks for training of elementary school teachers have introduced the
idea of working problems in other bases than ten. Such an approach.
does have the advantage of "forcing" people. to take a fresh look. at .

the ideas which underlie a place value numberation system, since
exercises in arithmetic in other number bases cannot be worked through
utilization of the memorized (sometimes almost magical) steps that'
enables most adults to work similar exercises with base ten numerals.

The following exercises in a base six are provided to enable you
to consider anew the 'concepts of positiohal notation. It is recommended
that you use groups of objects, pictures of groups of objQ:Cts and an
abaci's in working these exercises as a way of experiencing'Arst and
the value these tools can have for pupils. Another technique tha is

a little more abstract than the abacus, which you may wish to experiment
with as an -intermediate step between working 'the exercises. through
mppipulation of objects and using only written numerals andtraditional.
algorithms is expanded notation. (denominate notation) An example.is
shown below. These several techniquesvary in their abstractness A
good philosophical base for thinking about Much of elementary school
mathematics. instruction is that computation can be performed in many
ways from the least sophisticated manipulation of concrete materials
to a highlysophisticated form of mental arithmetic. Pupils who are
having di.ffioulty with arithmetic concepts tend generally to be
working at too abstract a level. It is the teacher's task to determine
the,level at which the child needs to work and to help the child
progresS to the most sophisticated level he can'achieve at his level
of. matUration.

Expanded Notation

187 a hundred 8 tens 7 ones
+254 +2 hundreds 5 tens 4 ones
441 3. hundreds 13 tens 1 ones when regroupect= 441°,

The ideas of numerals being the names. for numbers and that many
numerals (many names) exist, for every number are important ones. 3 hund-
redS. 13 tens 11 ones is just as correct an answer to the addition exercise,
as is 441. Most people prefer to use the name 441 because it.is more
efficient , that is, it is easier to say, to write, and to think about..
The Ose'of expanded notation does provide a good interrriediate Step in
progressing, from the manipulations. of objects to the more common written
form of the usually taught addition algorithm. Thus, you may find
expanded notation to be a valuable technique in working the following.
exercises in bases other than ten, just as pupils often find expanded
notation a valuable tool for understanding -the concept of regrouping.



Enumeration

The set of counting numbers are commonly used in two ways. The
ordinal use of counting numbers is to indicate a position within a set.
Common ordinal uses of numbers is in numbering houses or in numbering rooms
within a building. In general the ideas of first, second, third, etc. are
ordinal uses of numbers, though numbers do not have. to be in that form to be
used ordinally. The idea of "ordinal" use of numbers can be remembered as
the "order",property of numbers.

The other common use of numbers is the cardinal usage. This is the
use of numbers to express the idea of quantity. The cardinality of a set
is the number property or number of elements in the set. The cardinal use
of numbers is probably the more common of the two.

The cardinality of a set of objects is commonly expressed with a
numeral or by writing or speaking the number name as a word. The see of
written numerals form a consistent pattern. This pattern is also a logical
representation of the grouping which occurs in organizing sets of objects
as was done with the popicle sticks in-the preceding illustrations. The
names assigned to these numerals do not reflect complete consistency.
Study of the following chart should illustrate these inconsistencies.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29' 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

The numerals in the above chart are consistent and this consistency
continues throughout the Set, no matter how far it might be 'extended.
There is, however, an inconsistency in naming the numerals which tends to
distract from pupils' discernment of thebasic pattern of our numeration syStem..
This inconsistency exists in the second decade of number names: "eleven,
twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen,
twenty." One facet of the inconsistency occurs in that the "teens" do
not start until 13 Nhich means three and ten, fourteen meaning four and
ten, etc.). To be ddnsistent the numerals should be named "oneteen, two-1
teen, threeteen, fourteen, fiveteen, sixteen, seventeen, etc." On consid-
ering the names of the numbers beyond "twenty"(which is, (perhaps, a
contraction of twain tens) it appears that the number of groups of ten
is then named first and the number of ones remaining is consistently stated L
last. For example, forty-six, (four-tens and six-ones) fifty -six, sixty
six. seventy-six, etc. Thus another facet of the inconsistencyb<Curing
is e names for the numbers from ten to twenty becomes identifiable.
That is, to be completely consistent the names for the second de-cade of
numbers should more logically,be onety-onik, onety-two, onety-three, onety-
four. . . . onety-nine, twenty, etc.
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It seems quite unlikely that the names for the numbers are going to
be changed to make them more consistent.. The student is justified then in
wondering of what value knowledge of this inconsistency has for a teacher.
This information seems'valuable in two ways. First, children who are
learning to count often have considerable difficulty in learning the number
names to twenty. Commonly childr6n learn to count to ten fairlyOickly
and then reach a plateau iri their learning before seeming to makk "miraculous"
progress in counting. It is, of coarse, this lack of consistencithin
the set of names for the numbers 10 20, which causes the children Problems.
It is this inconsistency that causes many writers to suggest that children
be taught to count to twenty or thirty by rote, before they are shown the
system (pattern) of our number names.

Secondly, it may very well be that this inconsistency in number names
.gets in the way of the child recognizing the relationship which exists
between the written numerals and the groupings of objects which the numeral
represents.) (the place value idea). In any event, teachers need to be
aware of the importance the place value concept has to understanding much
of what is'taught in elementary sch6ol arithmetic and to consequently
emphasize the relationship between the numerals and the related collections
of objects which they represent.

Performing. Computations with a Place Value Numeration System

Theconcept-of number is an abstract one. People have frequent con-
tact with sets of objects, and would recognize immediately the idea of
a set of three children. While each of these sets can be visualized, the
idea pf three (the number) is itself an abstract concept. People cannot
see the.number thi'ee except as it relates to a set of objects. The symbol
which is written to represent this idea of three, "3" is a numeral. It,

of course can be seen but the number three cannot. The numeral "3" or the
written name "three" have.the same relationship to the number three that
the word' "cow" has to a real cow. That is, they are symbols which repre-
sent the idea. A more appropriate example is probably that of the word
"love" since the idea which this written symbol represents is an abstract
one. While,you can see (love expressed, you cannot see love in the same
way that it is'possible to'see a cow. The numeral "3" is also used to
represent an abstract idea. Three cannot be seen except as it relates
to a given set of objects.

It is probable that this abstract nature of number lends significantly
to the difficulty many people have with arithmetic. To make number concepts
and number operations easier to think about teachers are encouraged to use
sets of objects and/or pictures of sets of objects to represent physically
the abstract idea of number.

In the operation of counting we are performing on an abstract level
a'similar kind of operation to that which is frequently donz-:, in counting
a set of pennies.' Most people tend- to count'pennies by placing them in
stacks of ten and then organizing the stacks of ten into groups of ten-tens
or hundreds. The numeral that is written in our place value system shows
a direct relationship to the grouping of objects that occurs in such a
counting process. The numeral 236 would represent a grouping of pennies
that contains 2 collections of ten stacks of ten, 3 stacks of ten, and
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6 single ones. It is this simple concept which provides the basis for
understanding most of the operations which are done in arithmetic. Because
the concept provides the basis for understanding the arithmetic operations
It is an extremely impprtant one for children to gain. Work in non-decimal'
base numbers is frequently suggested' to, help children and teachers to focus
their attention on this concept in a setting that is different from that
in which they have their existing rote skill in computation.

The use of sets of objects, such as bundles of popsicle sticks or
stacks of poker chips, can provide a "physical model" for the arithmetic
operations which are usually taught on an abstract level. Pictorial repre-
sentations of the. manipulation of sets of objects provide some assistance
in understanding operations with numbers. However, the use of pictures is
usually inferior to the actual manipulation of objects themselves as a way
of helping pupils gain understanding. Because.of the restrictions of the
printed page," pictures are used in this module. These pictures, repte-
'senting the manipulation of sets of objects, are contained in the slide tape
presentation, "Number Base," housed in the Jr. Bloc office.

Practice exercises in other number bases

L. Complete the number chart started below in a base six.

1 2 3 4 5 10

111

55

:74

2. Use a base six and our numerals to record the number of letters in
this sentence.

3. The exercises below are written in base six. Perform the indicated
op*rations and record the answers in base six. The first one has
been correctly completed.

a. 23six b. 45six c. 405six d. 53six e. ,204six

+ 34six t_lisix + 251six - 24six - 155six

101six

f° 52six g. 34six
x 4six x 25six

h. -3six ) 434six i. 12six ) 4,152six
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4. Count the "x's" below using our numerals and a ,base six.

xxxxxX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

XXXXXX , XXXXXX laXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

/5. Countin base two, the "x's" below.

XX XX XX XX

XX XX XX XX

XX XX XX XX

XX XX/ XX XX

6. Count the number of "x's" below in a base 3.

XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX XXX XXX XX)

XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX XXX XXX --, XXX

XXX XXX XXX XXX,

..
XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX XXX - 'XXX XXX

XXX XXX XXX XXX

7. Count, to the bases 4, 5, and 8, the number of "x's" below.

X X X X X X X' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X. X X X X X X X

;Counted to base 4 = to base 5 = ; to base 8 =

8. 'Change the following numbers to represent the same quantity in another
base, 10.

A. Base 3 numeral 201 equals in base ten.

B. Base 8 numeral 1,627 equals in base ten.

9. Change the following numerals to represent the same number in other
bases.

A. Base 10 number 69 equals what base 5 number?

B. Base 10 number 28 equals what base 2 number?



Work the f011owing examples :as directed: Check' each 'example by changing
thoterms uf'the pOhlom to the tense ten, reworking, checking the nnswer
in base ten against the original answer changed to :u base ten eilniva-lent

10., Base Four. .

.12fOur 53,foUr 1Ofour 33four
x 10 four x.._22 four

d. 13f6ur .221four

.
Work ,the following items as directed. Asgume they are written'uaing

. . .

a base of seven. Check the work in ea'n'example:by. checking with
.-base seven numbers with usual. ..

18

36 seven
.54seven
23seven

115seven

b. 6012seven
-...2J1Seven

c. 46seven
x_ilseven

d. 4Seven) 654seven

If 'j,,du are dissatisfied:withyour ability to work.arithmetic exercises
using non- decimal bas5 numbers, you.may wise to'review the,slide tape
presendtion,-"Number Base,".that is kept in the Jr:. Bloc-o-efics.

Answers to Practice Exercises

---\

ft,,,, 2 3 4 5 '

11 1 12 13 14 15

21 22 23. 24 25

31 32 33 34: 35

41. 42 43 44'

51 52 53 54 '55.

2. 145six,

10.

20

30

40

'50

1C0



a. 4lsix f' 332six

b. 103six g. 1422six

1100six h. 131 R lsix

d.

e.

25sik

5six

i. 312 R 4six

4. 1,000six

5. 100,000two

10,212th,ee

7. 212foor; 123five; 46eight

8. A = 19ten P = 919ten

9. A = 234five B = 11',100two

7

10. a. 120four' b. 2112four; C.
3 R 3four; d. 11 R 12four

a. 264seven; b. 5444 c. 664seven; seven; d. 113 R 26 seven

19



Objectives for Teaching Reading

This course is for students irfeparing'forteaching reading and reading
readiness to children in the e"lementary schools. ThocourSe is a combination=
of lectures., individualized work and /or small group work.

The objectives of tht:course are stated as behavioral objectives, inthis
course outline, and references and activities are listed where you can study in
order to reach the objectives.

Pre-tests will be administeredfor (1), the total course (if you desire)
and (2) separate parts of the course., If you pass these tests with a .5"core.

of 85% or better, you nedd to talk with me to determine what you should" do.-
If you d6 not pass the Ore-:test, study the references; attend class, and
work in theactivities listed and when-ready, take-a posttest. If you pass"
this test at 80%. or better,, move on to the' next section.'If you fail the post-:test (
conference with me and further in the areas of yeakneSs.

The objectives Of this Course

1, The student will be able to,define reading (Gray and McKee's-definition)
and tell what teachers'shOUld do in all four areas of the definition
of 'reading-0'

2. -The student will be able to define the .vocabulary terms commonly used
in teaching. reading.

'3. The- student will be able to identify the areas' of reading readiness
and tell what teachers need to' do to help children in these-areas:

*4. The student will be .able to teach auditory and visual discrimMiPation
skills to children in the primary grades:.

*V The student will know the symptoms of visual and auditory problems and
be able to detect them in children,

. The student will be.able to identify the Skills commonly referred, to
as the initial reading skills. He will also be. able to explain how
to teach these skills and-: tell what Materials and Methods.are available
to help teach them.

The student will'be able to diagnose a xhild's reading problems through:-
the use of an infotmal readinbg in.ventory,ca4Id other Informal.and formal
tests. '

%,8, The Student willbe able tooanalyze the resultS of formal-and informal
tests, and deve-;opjesson plans for use with .children in areas where

. they need- hel
\ . A

The stunt will' be able'to_teach his lesson -plan 'and evaluate the of.
fectiVeness.,



10. The student will.be able to explain what the intermediate grade reading,
skills are and the methods, ,.and materials used to teach ,them.

11. The student will be abletb desibe. at least six diEfeirent kinds of
materials available. to teaChersc"in teaching reading. He will be-able
explain. their Strength*and weaknesses,

/
124 The dstudent will be able to describe the following methods of organi7:ii'ig

children for reading instruction, giving the advantages and disadvantages
of _each: grouping,Jopdin plan, needs, groups, and staggered time
&chedulin.g.

to

These items are perform4n ed,, based and 'evaluated by the class59bm teacher
or'the!college teacher in the classroom with children.

)

0,

1'

-7



Examples of 1\latenals Used,in Levet-Pr - Abel's

A. Checklist of Activities

13: Self-Evaluation of Education-301

C. Sophomore 331oc Proficiency Packet
by Dr. qay :Monson

r. Pre-:assessment Student oPinionaire

2. Historical backgrounds of the. ElerneWary School

a



I

As a student in. ttie Sophamore,Bloc

Check List of Aczivities

choCk next.t.tthe activity cthr n,:you have particloated in
will help you peep trpck of the va.riety...'of your pvacticueaperienue.

I. Academic

A. ,Reading

I. es? g aloud. to email groups, cht2(.1ren (es tdr.ad appl7
listening skillo).

2. ;Listening to childrek reac, k,-indi4idual:Or-small grIsup6.

, 4

3. Explanation ofinstruz(ionol materials, Word cal:ds,!tiOrckbodx,4,
etc. , . .

4. Helping children develop affective list:ming habits.

)

5. I.RvInforce habitsoc couq.a* ondpbollante, 4.g.4.42klemePag

6. Mack on rastory of spec-Lac learaing. (ErLempie: 200 Dolch
basic words)

Hear oral book reports (as tescher outlinez).

-5

.-/

Administe.r . atAitory percept:1On zrainingi (4.L.S,ttscher outlisso.;)

1

Record stories as told byRindargarten,-ot. 'First Grada.

(

.10, Work WithndiVidCs1 orGmall(groms:11.,ccg.,ual re>Eng inatuCiOn:

f

Lenguage'Atts .

1. Conduct road-ing ccioAto.

2.:PartItiPate in::group discs-so:Was as*retOgArce

J.

5.

Help in creative writing

person.

(motivation, "visual sides, dtc,

EncoUrage orb and written-Janguage'devalbpMent

Direct some language-skills gpillea.

Help- children develop "playsprojects tci be-:givat in clasa
write dieFies.

7. He p .Make pii.ppetsofiadev .81/0W4 'etc.

g. Work with individual: or:'11 groupsh areas of Ianguase arta
i?nstruCtion. ,



.pictete words to individual' students or effiall grodpj,

Co"rect spelling. feercisen.-

.

Review-end diedOssion of apelling7 errors.

Conduct spelling activities y.. games, etc'.

5. Work with individual or small groups

D. Enzadu-iting, Penmanship Skills

E courage neatness, proper uethdds of writing (following
instructions of classroom tescher(and maual).

PioVide erperiencas for writing, practice which &m ato ivatidop

teaching apalling-lessdna

E. Meth
1

1. Prepare instructionalatetials (gamas fl6sh cards,

2. ditn,6 sr a group or individual help pt-b44okbOrd..
.1

4. Correct indi1idual work,:

b. Previderemadial(iUakilled) enrichment 'WOrk.'

5. .Conduct/drille master 60ecific

. .Social Stn4lea:and Science

y .

Assist reading assignMpnts.
. T

2. /Collect meterials for go!pertments,

Arr a displays.

4.. P.esonrch, take notes,:ropert.

demonstratienp.

Lotateresource people.

Locate rilferenees.:

7 . .Ctraduq1144 _go.rrimlOnts:

Prepare ethOlt:sr--

9. illustrate; medal construct.

10. Work with individuals' or-small- groups -1t:-aocis/ studies assign
talents.

.;[
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,

1 --
Tee& skills (DNLY when beckgroutd\studioe or talents demOn

,

filtrate ability) . ..__ .

2. Play piano'or soma ciigiii. musical, acCoMpaniment:-

3. Prepare locate, display, charts, boc acs, etc.

4. Record. songs; etc.

H. Art

\

1. Prepare materials, cut paper, mir paint.

2." °Distribute supplies.

3. BrpIsin,'proper use of tools 6cisso4's, brushes, ate. ;9

4. Help children individually.

physical Hducation

1. Help children line up, form/ c1 acre

2. Distributeequipent.,
7

Explain or demonstrate proper use of equip4ent.

'Familiarise children with zebus ruica.

Referee
_

. Lead physical fitness exercises.

t

7. Keepacore._

8. Lead. a group in F. 1% gams or activity,

aasorooMi Management

A.. _Healthy Physical Environment

.1. Help maintain proper ventilation, lighting.

L., Adjust stet and `desk heights.

B. Ansiating,teaChersat Various .auties

1.. Cafeteria

2. 34111

Bus

Playground
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C. Management

Ateendassc

2. Lunch court

1. Record Ze6plug

4. Stttiy groups.

5, Library.

6. , BeCit. .1.1gArentory

7. Irisaterials leveritory

D. Room preparation

1. Bulletin boards

2. Asplicate eoork sheets

Collett supplies

E. Itoutine

1. Clcen--up

a.. bookshelves
b. sinks aind cos eters
t.,, decks, floors
d. storage Shelves

III. Audio7Visuol Assistance

A. .Operitih a Equipment

1. Movie equipment

2. Slide projector

3. Listening pint

4.4 Tape records

5. Record player
_6. -OverJhead projewtor

7. Opaque projector

S. Piano

9. uplicating machines

3,



B. Arrange, bulletin hoards displays, children's work,

. pictures,A2tc.
.

..

IV.: General Areas Of Wprk,and Study

, A. Activities indirectly related to teachins
. .

1. Mark and record 'pupil progres6 for teacher's use in pupil.
evaluation.

o

2. Vockboard work(onlyif ettdeat is appt at hardwr:.tilg

Gather and arrange matvisis f017 future lessons:

4. itesist in operatiffg-equipment,

I

9

5. Assist student teacher and/or teacher with ectivitionequig
action (such,ss'P.B., Creative Play, Field Trips, pe.)

6. Help with special progreMs, projects.

7. -11,1aket instructional materiels Ce:....ensparcucie.s,
duplicating materials).

3. Supervise sans recess per::..ods (7:ree pericas) 1? Schcoa. pàliy
permits.

9. Research in library for boots ptd materiels childie can use:in-

specific gnit

-10. Catalogue, alphabetizepfile.

11. Enrich program with /lectures, &qvarienaci stories,
hobbies.

12. Be an active.resource person for a specie/ actiity,

.13. Assist in routine movement of the class from one loation to
another:

14.. 4nsimr questions' or 1n in study periods.
.

1

fl



NAYE SELF-EVALUAT;ON .ED,icATILDN.

Please complete the following form prior to our ipThvidual ;:onierH,0 iieNt wpok,
Bring the completed form to the conference.

L Attendance
(Should be 100% or art/ officially e::cused fer --tn "A"

20 Participation

3. History - Philosophy packet

4. Journal of Experiences as an aide

50 Teaching file (ideas, picWrec,

6 Curriculum Library and Textbook Evalltati,Ins

7 Board of Af,ducatton TeeLng

8. Readings (in Professional books)

9, Field Trips



1O Interaction Labs and'Sirnultation Lab::

Final Grade you expect to recflIve for Education 201:

Further jtztifick-tion 07: explanation i abowc-::



Utah State University

Department of. Elementary Education

S. O. D. I. A. TEACHER EDUCATI ON PROGRAM

Aantbiry 1973

SOPHOMORE BLOCK PROFICIENCY EACKET

TOPIC: Historical & Philosophical Foundations of American Education

MATERIALS:

Enclosures:

1. Check List
2. Student Opinlonnaire
3. Introductory ,aper: Historic Backgrounds of the Elementary School
4. Developing y.,ur Educational Time Line
5 Topic Outlines for Films

Reference Textbooks: (in Anne Carroll Moore Library)

.L

1. Dropkin, Full, & Schwarcz, Contemporary American Education,
Macmillan, 1970.

2. Hughes, James Monroe, Education In Ariy'rica, Harper & Row, 1970.
3. Noll & Kelly, Foundations of Education In America, Harper & Row, 1970.
4. Ryan and Cooper, Those Who Can, Teach, Houghton-Mifflin, 1972.
5. Problems & Issues in Contemporary Education, Harvard

EducaLiOnal Review and The Teachers College Record, 1968.

INTRODUCTION:

The general purpose of the Proficiency Packet is to help you become acquainted

with some of the important developments, ideas, and philosophies in the field of

American education. This unit deals largely with cognitive learning--the acquiring

of knowledge and information--but it is also intended to stimulate in you some

feelings and pppreciations about the greatness of American education and for those

who have shaped it. It is hoped that your realization that American education is

evolving and is dynamic will inspire you to join the mainstream and add your on

unique, creative efforts in support of its improvement and greater effectiveness.

The learning acti ities in this Packet consist lar -.of reading, viewing

films, and briefly recording selected items of information. These activities

are carefully selected to provide you with a maxim* of accomplishMent for the



time you arr invohied. The

points and lnterestingly

(2)

reading material generally is condensed, to the

What duplication may appear serves usually

as helpful reinforcement of ideas or

You are encouraged to seek heir.

information already briefly encountered

. --
from fellow.students working on'the same

-Packet and from members of the faculty as need arises.

very useful study technique if you arranv.d a small discussion

It seems it"uld be a

group with fellow

students any time it may bd helpful-to you,. and

completion of each problem of the Packet.

CONTENT:

Problem #1.
Problem #2.
Problem #3.
Problem #4.

PRE-ASSQESSENT:

particUlarlY 88 you near,

How Has America Provided for the Education of Its People?
:What.are the Goals of^American Education?

. . .

.

What are some Current Practices and IssUes in American 'EdUCation?
What are the philosophies of.major,contrtors to American
Education? What i,8 yOur personal "Philosophy of Education'
.to this point? .

A student opinionnaire about ideas in education is in the Packet as-.
Enclosure 2. As scion as yotehave received the Packet, complete theopinionnaire
and turn it in to yoUr sophomore bloc advisor.:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of thieunit, you will be able to:

1: Demonstrate a knowledge of selected important events, organizations,
developments and personalities in:American education, as meailurad
by the. construction of .an education time line..

Demonstrate a knowledge of;,scithe of the important milestones in the
development of goals for Aierican education, es measured by the
'education time line.

3. Demonstrate a knowlelge of some Of, the current innovations and issues
is American education, as meaauted..by reading reaction cardi (minimum-.
of five).

4. DemOnstrate a knowledge of some of the philosophien of major contributors
to American'Education, as measured by the education time line." Write
your own "Philosophy of Education":

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:
.,--- 12-

`,(Don.'t.begin the.learning-ekperienoesuntil you have completed and handed in
the opinionnaire'included in the Packet.as.Enclogure 21 )
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Problem #1: How has America provided for the education of ite\people?
(Behavioral Objective 1)

Questions for consideration:

a,. What are some things Americana have helie'Ved about education?

b. How have Americans met their educational problems?

c. Who were (are) some of America's educational statesmen?

Activities: (In recommended sequence)

Read: Introductory paper: Historic Backgrounds of the Elementary School

(All reading materials, unless otherwise indicated, are available in the
Moore Library, Edith Bowen School.)

1. Browse through the i..ablea of content for the five- coirse
textbooks. You will be asked to read only sclectedasections
therein. However,.you are encouraged to read kny4dditional
sections laf any or all books. Should you do SO, keep a record
of your readings and submit to your bloc advisor upon completing
tht Packet.

2 As you study, select important item3 4 and record them appropriately
on your Education Time Line (Enclosure 4) .

3. View the films listed below:
I

"Education in America: 17th and 18th Centuries"
"Education in America: the 19th Century"
"Education in America: 20th Century Developments"
"Remarkable Schoolhouse"

A topic outline of each film is in the. Packet as Enclosure 5. The topic outline
fita intended to assimtyouin viewing the film, in thinking about it, in discussing
it, and iu relating what you see on the film to yourreading.

4. Briefly identify each of the following (use the reference texts).
Write a,brief explanation of each below, then place it on your
til-e line.

"Old Deluder Law"
"Jefferson's Proposal for Free Schools in Virginia"
"Northwest Ordinance"
"New York Free School Society"
"McGuffey Eclectic Readers"
"Horace Mann and the Massachusetts State Board of Education"
"First State Normal School"
"Massachusetts LaW on Compulsory Schooling"
"Organization of the National Teachers' Association"
"U.S. Department (Now Officered Education"
"KalaMazoo Decision"
"Progressive Education Association"
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"Supreme Court, Brown Vb. Board of Education"
"Elementary-Secondary Education. Act"
"Religious Instruction in Public Schools"
"Prayers in Public Schools"

Standards and Student Discipline"

Problem #2: What are the Goals of American Education? ,(Behavioral Objective 2)

Questions for considerate::

a. Why be concerned with educational goals?

b. Who determines the educational goals?

c. What educational goals have been identified?

Activities: (In recommended sequence)

5. Continue to record omyour Education Time Line (Enclosure4 )
pertinent information from the readings listed below.

6. Read Dropkin, Full, & Schwarcz, Contemporary American Education,
(Second edition),. Section III, pp. 211-213.

7. Hughes, Education in America (3rd edition), Chapter 17,
pp. 488-511.

Problem #3: What are some Cuirent Practices, Problems, and Issues in American
Education? (Behavioral Objective 3)

Questions for consideration:

a. What are some newer educational practices that show promise?

b. What are the critics saying about American education?

c. What are.some important unsolved problems in American Education?

Activities: (In recommended sequence)

8. As you study, record selected items on'your Education Time Line
(Enclosure 4) .

9. Read: Ryan, and Cooper, Those Who Can TeacA, pp. 394-420.

10. Read: Dropkin, Full & Schwarcz, Contemporary American Education,
pp,_ 369 -371.

11. Read: Hughes', Education in America (3rd Edition), Chapter 21,
pp. 599-618.

12. BeCome familiar with the Saturday Review aild the Phi Delta Kaepla
as they reflect current concern about educrational issues and
problems. ead any articles which appeal to your interest. These
periodicals are in the college library periodical area: Select
two articles. from these magazines. React to-these on 5 x 8 cards.

a
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13. Become familiar withocher periodicals from the following
list. Read any articles which appeal to your interest. Select
three for "reactions" on 5 x 8 cards.

;elected Periodicals Dealing with Education in USU Library

American Education Research Journal
American School Board Journal
Arithmetic Teacher
Catholic Education Review
Changing Education
Child Education
Childhood Education
Comparative Education Review
Education
Education Digest
Education Quarterly
Education Forum
Educational Horizons
Educational Leadership
Educational Perspectives
Education Record
Educational Review
Educational Technology
Educational Theory
Elementary English
Elementary School Journal
Exceptional Childr7.
Grade Teacher
Harvard Educstion Review
History of Education Quarterly
The Instructor
Journal of American Indian Education
Journal of Education
Journal of Education and Psychology

' Journal of Experimental.Education
Jouraal of Educatio411 Research

Journal of Negro Education
Journal of Reading
.ilurnal of School Health

of Teacher Education
National Elementary Principles
Nation's Schools
P.T.A. Magazine
Peabody Journal of Education
Phi Delta Kappan
The Physical Educator
Psychology in the Szhools
The Reading Teacher
Rcligioua Education
Review ,of Educational Research
Scholastic Educator
School and.Community
School. and Society

School Arts
School Musician
School Review
School Safety
Science Education

/ Science Teacher
Social Education
SOcial Studies
Soviet Education
Society of Education
Studies in-Philczophy .and Education
Urban Education
The Social-Studies
Young Children

Problem #4: What is your..personal "Philosophy of Education"? (Behavioral Objective 4)

titiestions for consideratiOn:

a. Who are some of the individuals who have influenced education in
the past.?

c:).
.

b. What is the relationship of philosophy to practice?

c. What is your awn educational philosophy? How will it influence
what you do with children? :1/

Activities: (In recommended sequence)

14. As you study record selected items on your Education Time Line
(enclosure 4).
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15. Read: Hughes, Education In America, (3rd Edition), Chapter 8,
pp. 192-220.

/
16. Identify below the lollowing (and place_ them on your time line ).

a. Camenius

b. Rodsseau

c. Pestalozzi

d: Fr.oebel

e. Herbert

f. Spencer

g. Montessori (Ryan, p. 18)

h. Dewey (Ryan, p. 15,0)

i. Skinner

j. Bruner (Ryan, pp. 92-93)

k. Silberman

1. Ashton-Warner (Ryan, p. 68)

m. Illich (Ryan, p
0

. 472)

n. Thoreau (Ryan, p. 212)

17. Write your own/"Philosophy of Education" as it now is.
Gt

Proficiency Assessment:

1. Make an appointment with the advisor to review your Education Time Unit.

2. Turn in your selec 4 readings "reaction cards."

3. Write you; own "Philnr-lphy of Education" at this time, turn it into your
bloc advisor.

-4.. Complete an opinionnaire on ideas about education. Ask for this at thq
conclusion of this'Packet-. It will not be counted as part f the
Proficiency Assessment. .



Enclosure 1

Student's Name

CHECK LIST

Obtain SODIA Proficiency Packet

Pre-Assessment Opinionnaire

Learning Experiences:
Read Enclosure #3. Historic Backgrounds

Problem #1
View films
Read: In reference texts
Identify : - From listing
Start Time Line

Problem #2
Continue Time Line

Reid: Dropkin, FuLl, & Schwarcz
Read: Hughes

Problem #3
Continue Time Line
Read: Dropkin, Full &Schwarcz
Read: Hughes
Study Periodicals, reaction cards

Problem #4
Continue Time Line
Read: Hughes
Identify: From listing
Write Philosophy

Date OK

Proficiency Assessment
Approval of Time Line - Bloc Advisor *

Reaction Cards *

Opinionnaire *

Packet Completed (Advisor's Approval)

*Requires authorized endorsement



Enclosure 2

PRE-ASSESSMENT Date of Birth:
Student Opinionnaire (Mo.) (Day) (Year),

( ) Male
( ) Female
( ) Elementary Education
( h) Secondary Education
( ) Uncertain about becoming

a teacher
o.

Directions:

Write your date of birth above, but do not sign your, name. Check the

appropriate blanks to indicate your status and preference.

N

The purpose of this pre-assessment scale is to discover your opinion

concerning some ideas about education. There are ten ideas, each

written at the head of a page with the opinion scale immediately below.

Indicate your opinion about the idea by placing an "X" in the space between

the two descriptive words at the point which most nearly expresses your

opinion. The only right answer is your own opinion. Mark your first

impression. Igo not take time to try to reason out an answer.

This opinfonnaire will not be used for proficiency assessment.

W-16



AN EDUCATION SYSTEM SERVES THE NEEDS OF THE SOCIETY IN WHICH

IT FUNCTIONS."

reasonable 71 74 A r unreasonable

inconsistent A / Ai A /

relevant

consistent

irrelevant

safe 7 A -/ f dangerous
`i

unacceptable

true A I

worthless -

undemocratic

good A 71

supportive A

undesirable

_old,

wise

vague

acceptable

/ -A A false

A A A I valuable

7' A 7/ - democratic

7/ f A 7/ bad

A -I .7/ subversive

7/ A desirable

7/- -A -/ new

71- A A - - - -/ foolish

/ .7/ A A clear
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"EVERY AMERICAN HAS OPPORTUNITY FOR AS MUCH EDUCATION AS WILL

BENEFIT HIMSELF OR HIS NATION.,"

reasonable

inconsistent

relevant

safe

unacceptable

true

worthless

.undemocratic

good

supportive

undesirable /
e.

old

wise

vague
1

/---- unreasonable

- consistent

- irrelevant

dangerous

(- acceptable

false

- valuable

/- - - democratic

bad

subversive.*

desirable

- new

/1- foolish

- clear
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2-4

"EDUCATION ATTEMPTS 10 PERPETUATE AMERICAN IDEALS AND VALUES."

reasonable /- 7/- - /--- - -- unreasonable

inconsistent / / 7/
.1 consistent

relevant / V / / / / irrelevant

safe . 7/ / .,_ dangerous

unacceptable 7/ acceptable

true false

worthless valuable ,

6
4

demograticundemocratic

good bad4

supportive subversive.:

undeSirable 7 desirable.

old - - - 7/- new

wise / / 7/ / 71-- / -foolish

vague - - - -/ / / i / clear
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2-5

"EDUCATIONAL ISSUES ARE IMPORTANT TO EDUCATION PROGRESS."

reasonable

inconsistent

relevant

safe

unacceptable

true

worthless

unreasinable

consistent

irrelevant

dangerou's

(`

undemocratic /-

good:

supportive

kindesir-able

old /

'wise . IL
1 it

vague , ' / -- IL

acceptable

false

valuable

-IL- -- democratic

bad

subversive

desirable

new

/- foolish

clear

W-16



2-6

"THE GOALS OF EDUCATION CHANGE WITH THE CHANGING NATURE OF

SOCIETY."

reasonable

inconsistent

relevant 71 71 71

safe
9

unacceptable

unreasonable

t '

consistent

irrelevant

dangerous

acceptable

true false

worthless valuable

undemocratic democratic

good bad

supportive subversive

undesirable desirable

old `*7 / new

wise- foolish

vague Clear

W-16



2-7

"TEACHER EDUCATION IS CHANGING."

reasonable -- -71 / / unreasonable,

inconsistgnt / / consistent

relevant -7/ / / - -'' / irrelevant

.../safe - -/ dangerous

. unacceptable / 1/ / / / acceptable
ti

true ----/ -/ / / false .

worthless / 7 / / valuable

undemocratic 7/ 71 7' 71 / - = democratic
ti

gopd / / 1 bad

supportive subversive

undesirable 71- desirable

old new

wise

.vague 7/- ./ 71- 7/

foori she

clear

W-16



2-8

"IN A DEMOCRACY THE CONTROL OF EDUCATION IS IN THE' HANDS OF

THE PEOPLE."

:-easenable / /

inconsistent

relevant ," s/ /

safe

unreas6nable

consistent

.

unacceptable' / /

*Lie

worthless

L

irrelevant

dangerous

acceptable

false

valuable

.undemocra0c X -/ / -/ democratic

good / L L L L L bad

supportive subversive

undesirable - desirable

old new

wise

vague

_ .74 m. foolish

-74 - - --A - -- - clear

W -16



2-9

ALL PEOPLE ARE INVO,LVED IN THE SUPPORT Or PUBLIC EDUCATION,. "

reasonable
f.

4

inconsistent I / -71

relevant

safe

unreasonable

consistent

unacceptable

true '7

worthless

undemocratic A

good

supportive

undesirable A Pk

old

wise

vague .

irrelevant

dangerou
.

acceptable

"" false

valuable

democratic

. bad

'A subversive

. .
desirable

A

new,

o

foolish

clear ,
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"WHAT PEOPLE BELIEVE AND ARE WILLING TO WORK FOR IS THE BASIS OF

GREAT MOVEMENTS OR REFORMS IN EDUCATION."

reasonable

inconsistent

;relevant

c)

1

safe / 6/

'unacceptable

true

wortl\lbss,

.undemocratic

good

,supportive

undesirable

old

wise

-.-vague

unreasonable

consistent

irrelevant

dangerous

acceptable:,

false

valbable

democratic

A
er

/
/

r.

./

bad

subversive

desirable

', new

ish

71" clear
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"THE LEARNER HAS A PART IN DETERMINING HES CURRICULUM..:."

z s ona 1 e

inconsistent

relevant

safe

unacceptable

true

worthless:.

undemocratic

good

supportive'

undesirable

old

--A A

,/ -7

wise

vague -4

unreasonanle

consistent

irrelevant

dangerous

acceptable

false

valuable

democratic

bad

subversive .

--- _desirable

pew

foolish

clear
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Enclosure 3

HISTORIC BACKGROUNDS OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

The elementary school had' been called the most typical American of our
social institutions, democracy's gift to children,"and the cornerstone of our
,syetem pffree public education. Its ancestry can tie traced to liberal movements
in Europe which were a protest against the established schools because they
Were-not open to the common people.

From the very beginning, the evolution of the common schools in this country
..has been closely associated-with the ideal of human freedom. Self-realization
for every iodividual'is the central ideal of our society, the bedrock of Our
ctvilizatiOn,.the American dream. This ideal has run like a brightly colored
thread through our literature, our art, and our music. The ideal itself is
centuries old,,but, no other nation has approached it with-stronger faith or
greater determination;,, and no other nation has made public education available

large.;3'scale for the purpose of.implementing.it. Neither the present
status nor the future promise of the elementary school can be fully appreciated
without some knowledge of the forces that have operated during the last three
,hundred years both for and against the development of a democratic program of
edUcetion in this country.

Theelementary school as it exists today represents,a heritage of some three
centuries of persistent effort by men and women who have struggled against great
odds to develop a program of education designed to make our nation both strong and
free. The story of the American 'past does no:: Consist entirely of the exploits
of statesmen and military men; the ideas and accomplishments of leaders in the
cause of public education have been equally significant in making Amesici what
it is today.

.Scholl tend to reflect the conditions, ideals and motives of the society
they serve. Four outstanding periods have dominated the development of the
curriculum and structure of the elementary find secondary schools of the United
Stites. They basically are: (1) The Colonial. Period--religious motive, 1647-
1776; (2) The Period of Nationalismpolitical motive, 1776-1876; (3) The
Period of Expansion and Reform--utilitarian motive; 1876-1929; and (4) The
Period of Increased Responsibility--a motive of mass education, 1929-to date.

Bostod, in town meeting in 1635, laid the foundations of the Boston Latin
School by the adoption of the following order:.

4 ,

4
Likewise, it was then generally- agreed upon that ;our brother ,hilemon Promont
shall be entreated to become schoolmaster for the' teaching a d fluttering of
children with us.`

A year later Charlestown voted' to arrange with Williem Witherall "To keep a
school for a twelvemonth," and fixed his salary at 40 pounds a year. Cambridge,
in 1638, established its first school by voting certain lands for "the use of
Mr. Nath Eaten as long as he shall be employed" in the work of teaching school.
Newbury, the year following, granted to Anthony Somerby "foure akets-of upland"
and "aix akers of salt marsh" as an "encouragement to keep school for one-year."
(Ellwood P. Gubberley. Public Education in the United States. Cambridge: Honghton-
Mifflin Company, 1947,p. 16.) '

-- .



(2)

. . the school everywhere in America arose as a child of the Church. 'In the

colonies where the parachial-school conception of education became the prevailing
type, the school remained under church control until after the founding of our
national goverment. In New England, however, and the New England evolution in
time became the prevailing American practice, the school passed through a very,
interesting development during colonial times from a church into a state school.

(Cu! ley, p. 73.)

. .ucation Is always influenced by.the time and place in which it occurs,
Education never exists in a vacuum or in the abstract; it always' goes on in a
particular society 'tit particular time in history.

. . The early settlers who came-to America brought a rich cultural heritage
to the new World. Among other things they had a fully developed language with
a wealth of fine literature. They had a highly developed social organization
which included elaborate economic, political, legal, and religious systems.
And they had an educational system that extended from the elementary school
through the university. When-the colonists began the task of setting up schools
they did not create new institutions. Rather, they did what men-have always

. done when faced yith problems--they drew upon their past experience and established
the kinds of schools with which they were familiar.

. . . In the first fifty years of our history as an independent nation, education
was shoved into the background, as it has always been in periods of crisis.

af
Perhaps thectoat important devel pment in this period was the blossoming of the
great ideas that we generally.' sociate with democracy. , c,

r-'

Even though the development of a system of schools consistrit with ie ideals of
democracy was delayed until the middle of the nineteenth century, much concrete
evidence exists that a real concern for education existedas early as 1776.
(Raymond E. Callahan.- An Introduction to Education in American Society.,).. New York,
Alfred A. Knopfi 1959, pp. 107-122.

4



Enclopure 4

DEVELOPING YOUR EDUCATION TIME LINE

Purpose:

The purpose of the Education Time Line is to assist you in recognizing
zind identifying important happenings in American education and to place them,
in summary fashion, in their proper sequence and relationship. The Time Line
is intended to help bring order and system to your understanding of historical
developments in American education.

Since you lelect and record the items for your own Time Line, it is
assumed it will be a useful educational tool for you personnally, and that
you will want to keep it among your educational materials for use as need,
arises.

Suggestions:

a. Select and record the items for your Time Line as you study the
required readings.

b. , Since your Time Line space is somewhat limited, you will need' to
select and record those items that seem of major importance to you.

c. Record Time 4e entries in your own handwriting, attempting to
be as neat, brief, and precise as possible.

After you have finished your Time Line, make an appointment for a
conference with your bloc advisor.



EDUCATION TIME LINE
(For Student's Personal Notes and Entries)

The COLONIAL PEkIOD (1619-1780)

Problem #1

HO*, Has America Provided

For the Education of Its

People?

1650 1700

Problem #2

What Are the Coals

of American Educstien?

1

Problem #4

What Are the Philosophies

of MU-or Contributors

to American Education?

C,

(.1

I



1750

The NATIONAL PERIOD (1781-1900)

1800



1850 1900

The TWENTIETH CERT HEY (1901-

I

1950



-26-
G

7]xarnples of Material .Used in Level I Self

A. Orientation to\Elernenttiry Education
by Dr. Je:APuunire

,

b.

ca



"Orientation to Elementary Education"

"Orientation to Elementary Education" is designed to give you nore insight into your
relationship with other people and a better understanding of "self."

The class will meet as a total group twice a week. In addition to the time spent in class
you will be expected to spend n ininimuin of ten hours in an elementary classroom. Timr
for your visit to the classroom will be arranged to fit your schedule.

GradeS for this class are on a pass, fail, or incomplete basis. Each student will receive
a passing grade if he coinpletes 1,11 his assignments in an acceptable manner. The class'
is the beginning of your experience in teacher education and you are establishing.your
reputation as a potential member of the teaching profession.

As part of your requirements for this class you will be required to keep a diary which
will be handed in at specified,times'. Your diary will contain the following information:

1. Your autobiography --- This will be written in manuscript writing and
will be due on or before October 3rd.

2. Self improvement project You will choose are area you truely wish
to improve in -7 it may be in the physical, emotional, social, or in-
tellectual area. The improvement project should be identified by October
3rd and a:progress report written each week thereafter.

3. Positive and Negative Experiences Each week starting Friday the 28th
you are to write two (2) positive and two (2) negative experiences you have
had during the week. These are to be written every week. After describin
the situation; look deeply at your feelings and how you reacted. After
looking carefully at the situation try to think of other ways that you could
have reacted.

"If the experience is too personal to share with the instructor, you may
staple or in some other way seal the page:. I will respect your privacy, but
I wont you to examine what happened even though I do not read it.

4. Interviews with Professors Between October 1 and October 26 you are
to interview the following:

a. IVIis,s Pugmire
b. Two (2). professors from whom you are now taking classes. These should

be professors you'do not already know. A short reaction to your inter-
view should be in your diary when you hand, in your diary on October 26th.



,

5. Observations in Public Schools As part of your class assignment you are
to observe a minimum of ten hours. The focus of your observation will be:

a. Characteristics of children
b, Room environment
c. Role of the teacher
d. Peer interaction
e. Adult-child interaction

These areas may be examined separately or you may intergrate them in.
each summary. There should be one summary for each time you obser-ve.

6. Summaries of Professional readings Each student will read and sul-nmarize
eight articles from professional journals or a combination of books and articles.
'These maybe choosen by the student. The choice should be based on the
student's interest and needs. All reading should be completed by November 21.

7. Summary This is your evaluation of what you have learned about.yourself
from your self- improvement project: ybur posive and negative experiences:
your interviews and your, observations. It should also include the insight .

you have gained about the teaching profession from class discussion, obser-
vations and reading. Your summary will be due one

A
Week before the end of

the quarter.

Dates Materials Are Due
17

October 3 Autobiography
Self Improvement Project

October 26

November 21

Weekly progress report on self-improvement
Two positive and two negative experiences fdr each week
Sufiimary of three interviews with professors. ,

Summary of observations completed by this date.
At least half of your professional reading should be completed by

this time.

Progress report on self-improvement project.
Positive and negative 'experiences
Summaries of observationS
Summaries of all professional reading.

November 30 Summary

Class will be held during test week at time scheduled in schedule bulletin.


